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Abstract
Algorithmic self-assembly has been an active area of research at the intersection of computer science, chem-
istry, and mathematics for almost two decades now, motivated by the natural self-assembly mechanism found
in DNA and driven by the desire for precise control of nanoscale material manufacture and for the devel-
opment of nanocomputing and nanorobotics. At the theoretical core of this research is the Abstract Tile
Assembly Model (aTAM), the original abstract model of DNA tile self-assembly. Recent advancements
in DNA nanotechnology have been made in developing strand displacement mechanisms that could allow
DNA tiles to modify themselves during the assembly process by opening or closing certain binding sites,
introducing new dynamics into tile self-assembly.
We focus on one way of incorporating such signaling mechanisms for binding site activation and deac-
tivation into the theoretical model of tile self-assembly by extending the aTAM to create the Active aTAM.
We give appropriate definitions first for incorporating activation signals and then for incorporating deacti-
vation signals and tile detachment into the aTAM. We then give a comparison of Active aTAM to related
models, such as the STAM, and take a look at some theoretical results.
The goal of the work presented here is to define and demonstrate the power of the Active aTAM with
and without deactivation. To this end, we provide four constructions of temperature 1 (also known as
“non-cooperative”) active tile assembly systems that can simulate other computational systems. The first
construction concerns the simulation of an arbitrary temperature 2 (also known as “cooperative”) standard
aTAM system in the sense of producing equivalent structures with a scaling factor of 2 in each dimension;
the second construction generates the time history of a given 1D cellular automaton. The third and fourth
constructions make use of tile detachment in order to dynamically simulate arbitrary 1D and 2D cellular
automata with assemblies that record only the current state updates and not the entire computational history
of the specified automaton.
vii
Chapter 1
Introduction
In today’s culture, DNA is very well known as the molecule of life and the picture of the double helix
is a staple in every biology textbook. Since its original discovery, however, much research has been (and
continues to be) done to investigate the properties of DNA as a synthetic building block for the creation
of a wide variety of nanostructures. The field of DNA nanotechnology, pioneered by Nadrian Seeman in
the 1980s [39], has produced results showing that DNA need not be constrained to the linear double helix.
In particular, DNA has been synthesized into branched species [22, 44]. Also, the lateral fusion of DNA
double helices [40] has been used to assemble double crossover (DX) molecules [16] and triple crossover
(TX) molecules [23], both of which have been used as tiles for building large nanoscale arrays [45,46]. Paul
Rothemund made a revolutionary advancement in this area by introducing the concept of DNA origami:
a method for folding a single strand of DNA into arbitrary shapes using shorter “staple” strands [37] (see
Figure 1 for an example of a cross-shape DNA origami structure). Not only has DNA origami been used as a
seed for arranging DX tiles in an array [4], but DNA origami tiles as in Figure 1 have been used to construct
a 2D array themselves [49].
DNA-based tile arrays can self-assemble due to an inherent property of DNA’s chemical structure: a given
sequence of nucleobases will bind to its Watson-Crick complementary sequence. This is the principle behind
DNA-based tiles: structures that have single-stranded DNA portions (or “sticky ends”) at their edges. If the
“sticky ends” on the neighboring edges of two tiles are complementary, they will form a bond. Different
sequences of nucleobases result in different sticky ends (typically consisting of 6-8 nucleotides), thus a wide
variety of tiles can be constructed. This property also allows DNA-based tile arrays to carry out computation:
problems can be encoded in the “sticky ends” of the tiles and the output is decoded from the final assembled
structure. To those acquainted with Wang tiling, this idea should sound very familiar. Wang tiles are squares
of uniform size with colored edges and a matching rule stating that two tiles can be adjacent only if the
colors on the neighboring edges match. Wang tiles were first introduced by Hao Wang in 1961 [43]; in
1966, Robert Berger showed that it is possible to simulate an arbitrary Turing machine by a set of Wang tiles
1
Figure 1: A DNA origami tile with dimensions of approximately 100nm×100nm [49].
with the rows of the tiling representing the tape of the Turing machine at each computational step [3], thus
showing the Turing universality of Wang tiling1.
The similarity of DNA-based tiles to Wang tiles led to the development of the Abstract Tile Assembly
Model (aTAM) by Erik Winfree [45] in 1998. The precise definition of this model is given in Section 1.1.
As in Wang tiling, the aTAM uses squares with colored edges that can assemble into arrays. Unlike in
Wang tiling, however, the aTAM does not require all adjacent edges to match. In the aTAM, the different
colors are referred to as glues and correspond to different sticky end sequences. Each color is also assigned
a positive integer weight corresponding to the strength of the sticky end sequence. The actual tiling con-
struction proceeds from a specified seed tile and a fixed positive integer “temperature” parameter for the
system determines whether or not a new tile can be added to an existing tile structure (or “assembly”): the
requirement being that the sum of the weights on the matching sides of the added tile meets or exceeds the
“temperature.”
Along with introducing the aTAM, Winfree showed that a temperature 2 tiling system within the aTAM
can simulate the dynamics of an elementary one-dimensional cellular automaton and thus is capable of
Turing universal computation2 [45]. Today, there are many experimental results confirming the ability
1Turing universality refers to a computational system’s ability to act as a universal Turing machine, i.e., to contain a way of
encoding any algorithm and an input A to that algorithm in the input to the system such that decoding the corresponding output of
the system produces the output of the algorithm on the input A.
2The particular elementary 1D automaton known to be capable of Turing universal computation is Rule 110, a result proved in
2
of self-assembling DNA-based tile arrays to carry out computation. These include a binary counter con-
structed from DX molecules [4], binary addition by TX molecules [28], Sierpinski triangle assembly by DX
molecules [17, 38] (as patterns on a substrate), and transducer simulations by TX molecules [7, 12].
A large portion of the theoretical work within the aTAM focuses on determining what structures or shapes
can or cannot self-assemble within it and on how efficiently a given structure can assemble, with efficiency
typically measured in terms of the number of unique tile types required for the assembly. An excellent
survey of such results is presented in [34]. It should be noted, however, that the aTAM does not take into
account the actual thermodynamics involved in the chemical reactions of self-assembly by DNA tiles, as
that is the realm of the Kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM), introduced by Erik Winfree [45] concurrently
with the aTAM and later refined by Constantine Evans [15]. The consideration of real assembly dynamics
has led to the development of other theoretical tile self-assembly models based on the aTAM.
For example, the “2-handed” assembly model (2HAM) is a generalization of the aTAM to systems that
allow multi-tile structures to combine two at a time and all such combinations to occur in parallel [2]. Unlike
the aTAM, the 2HAM does not require a seed structure (which can be difficult to enforce experimentally) and
is thus more experimentally feasible in that respect, but, since the 2HAM allows arbitrarily large assemblies
to combine based on interactions of tiles arbitrarily far away, it is a question whether the predicted structures
would be stable enough to be producible in an experimental setting. To date, no experimental evidence for
2HAM-type assembly exists. From the theoretical side, one of the interesting features of the 2HAM is that
it allows a meaningful definition of self-similar structures and structural recursion (see [20]). And, while
the 2HAM allows the simulation of an arbitrary aTAM system of temperature ≥ 2 with a scaling factor of 5
at the same temperature [6] (that is, given an arbitrary aTAM system, there exists a 2HAM system with this
property), when it comes to the strict assembly of a given shape, there exist infinite shapes that can assemble
in the aTAM but not the 2HAM and vice versa [6]. Likewise, there exist infinite shapes that cannot assemble
in either model at any temperature: most notably, the discrete Sierpinski triangle is one such example [24],
along with a class of similar discrete self-similar fractals [35], although certain tile assemblies that are
visually similar to the discrete Sierpinski triangle are possible [24, 26].
Considering the each model separately, we could ask whether it is intrinsically universal: whether there
exists a tiling set that can simulate, with some scaling factor, the behavior of every other system within
the model if given an appropriate seed. For the aTAM, there does indeed exist such a set: a tile set that at
[8] and first described in A New Kind of Science, Wolfram Media, 2002.
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temperature 2 can simulate any aTAM system of any temperature [14] and no set exists that can do the same
at temperature 1 [30]. For the 2HAM, no such tile set exists: for every 2HAM system at temperature θ,
there exists a system at temperature θ+1 that cannot be simulated by it [11]. However, each class of 2HAM
systems at a fixed temperature is, in fact, intrinsically universal [11].
What about Turing universality? Well, since the aTAM is capable of Turing universal computation at
temperature 2, so is 2HAM. But can we do better? Can we carry out Turing universal computation at
temperature 1 in either system? We note that at temperature 1, 2HAM loses any computational advantage
(in terms of producible tile structures) over aTAM: that is, any structure producible from a tile set in the
2HAM would also be producible from that tile set in the aTAM with any tile in that structure specified as the
seed. The question of Turing universality at temperature 1 in the aTAM has remained open from the time
the model was introduced, although a very recent and not yet published result claims a definitive negative
answer in the form of a “pumping lemma” for temperature 1 aTAM systems [29]. An interesting fact is
that if the tiles are generalized to 3D cubes and computation is allowed to use just one extra plane, the 3D
aTAM allows temperature 1 Turing universal computation [9]; however, 3D aTAM still does not allow a
temperature 1 simulation of every temperature 2 aTAM system (although it does allow such temperature 1
simulations of arbitrary temperature 1 aTAM systems) [30].
For a more in-depth survey of algorithmic self-assembly and recent results in the field, the reader is
referred to [1, 13, 34]. We now focus on extensions of the aTAM motivated by more recent advancements
in DNA nanotechnology and the desire for more control over the self-assembly process, in which DNA
tiles are augmented with “signals.” The idea is to allow the sticky ends of the tiles to be covered with
protective strands, which can be placed onto or displaced from the sticky ends to facilitate the attachment or
detachment of DNA tiles at those sites. And the DNA nanotechnology advancement that inspired this idea
is the development of DNA strand displacement mechanisms as in [48] and DNA “walkers” based on these
mechanisms as in [41, 42, 47] and more recently in [18, 25, 31].
Refer to Figure 2. A DNA tile’s sticky end may start out in an “inactive” state, covered with a protective
strand (the yellow strand marked with sequences “b” and “y” in the figure). When another tile with an acti-
vation strand binds to the first tile (bond marked with “a”), a chain of displacements can strip the protective
strand: the partial match between the green and blue strands in the center (marked with “α” and “α∗” re-
spectively) is broken in favor of the full match provided for the green strand’s sequences α and α′ by the
purple strand’s complementary sequences α∗ and α′∗, resulting in an analogous situation for the protective
4
Figure 2: Strand displacement mechanism for signal propagation.
strand’s b and y sequences, which then leave the sticky end b∗ free to bind to its complement b on another
tile. A signaling scheme like the above would allow tiles to attach in a pre-determined sequence. In fact,
such sequential assembly (using a similar strand displacement mechanism that passed a signal along 7 tiles)
has been demonstrated experimentally with DX tiles in [33].
Several abstract models have been proposed that incorporate signaling of this sort into DNA tile self-
assembly, with an early proposal involving a model of “activatable tiles” [27], and, more recently, the Signal-
passing Tile Assembly Model (STAM) [32]. In this thesis, we give a conceptually different model, the Active
Abstract Tile Assembly Model (Active aTAM). We note that the Active aTAM is the aTAM version of the
Active 2HAM model originally introduced by the author in collaboration with Natasha Jonoska in [19]
and developed concurrently with the STAM. We also note that the STAM, which is based on the 2HAM, is
closely related to the Active 2HAM and can be easily reformulated to describe aTAM type of assembly. For
this reason, we give a general overview of the similarities and differences between the STAM and the Active
aTAM/2HAM at the end of Section 1.1.
The main goal of the work presented here is to demonstrate the power of the Active aTAM with and
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without deactivation. This chapter is concluded with a section containing the definitions and technical
preliminaries for the standard aTAM and the Active aTAM without deactivation. Chapter 2 opens with the
result that for any given temperature 2 standard aTAM system, there is a temperature 1 Active aTAM system
that simulates its self-assembly dynamics in the sense of producing equivalent structures with a scaling
factor of 2 in each dimension (Prop. 2.1 and Prop. 2.2). The second result of Chapter 2, given in Prop. 2.3
and Prop. 2.4, is the construction of a temperature 1 Active aTAM system that generates the time history of
any given 1D cellular automaton with a neighborhood of radius 1 (this is the construction of [19]). Then, in
Chapter 3, we discuss deactivation: we give a complete definition of the Active aTAM with deactivation and
provide a further comparison with STAM. In Section 3.2, Prop. 3.1 and Prop. 3.2, we give a temperature 1
Active aTAM system construction for dynamically simulating a 1D cellular automaton with assemblies that
record only the current state updates and not the entire computational history (as presented in [21]). This
idea is generalized to a temperature 1 dynamic simulation of 2D cellular automata in Section 3.3, Prop. 3.3
and Prop. 3.4. We conclude with a discussion of the four simulations and remaining open questions in
Chapter 4.
1.1 Definitions and Technical Preliminaries
1.1.1 aTAM
The Abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) is a mathematical model of self-assembly where structures are
assumed to grow one tile at a time. The description of the model is as follows3. Let Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ− be
a fixed set of strings of symbols marked with + and − respectively, such that Σ− = −Σ+. A tile type
t = (t+x, t+y, t−x, t−y) in the aTAM is an ordered 4-tuple of glue labels taken from Σ. A strength function
s : Σ → Z+ with the property s(l) = s(−l) for all l ∈ Σ defines the strength of the bond formed between
two adjacent glues with complementary labels l and −l.
An assembly map is a partial mapping α : Z2 → T , where T is a set of tile types (no rotation allowed).
The sum of two assembly maps, α and α′, is defined as α ⊕ α′ = β if β is an assembly map such that for
3Note that we drift here from what is considered to be standard E, N , W , S notation to ease the exposition. We also distinguish
between complementary labels instead of assigning the same label to complementary glues, in contrast to the original aTAM. Any
aTAM tile set defined without complementary labels can be converted into an equivalent set by placing all labels appearing on the
+x,+y sides of tiles into the Σ+ set and appending a “−” to all labels appearing on the −x,−y sides of tiles and placing those
into the Σ− set.
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each z ∈ Z2 the following two conditions hold:
1. β(z) = α(z) or β(z) = α′(z)
2. α(z) 6= ε only if α′(z) = ε,
where ε is used to mean that no tile is assigned by the assembly map to that location.
A tile assembly for a specified temperature parameter θ ∈ Z+ is a θ-stable assembly map, defined re-
cursively as follows: an assembly map with a singleton domain (a unit tile map) is θ-stable; the sum of a
θ-stable tile assembly α with a unit tile map β, β(i, j) 6= ε, is θ-stable if dom (α⊕ β) = dom α ∪ {(i, j)}
such that at least one of (i− 1, j), (i+ 1, j), (i, j + 1), (i, j − 1) is in dom α and the sum of the glue label
strengths on the unit tile at the sites of newly formed bonds (a bond is said to be formed between adjacent
tiles if the glues on the abutting sides of the tiles are complementary) is greater than or equal to θ.
A tile assembly system (TAS) is an ordered 4-tuple (T0, α0, s, θ), where T0 is a set of tile types, α0 is a
tile assembly consisting of tiles from T0 called the seed assembly, s is the strength function and θ ∈ Z+
is the temperature parameter of the system. In this work, the strength function is omitted from the explicit
description and all systems are given as triples; in temperature 1 systems, all glues are assigned a strength
of 1. An assembly sequence in a given TAS is a sequence ~α = (α0, α1, α2, . . .), where each αi+1 is an
assembly obtained by taking the sum of αi with a unit tile map. A tile assembly β is said to assemble or
be producible in a given TAS if there exists a tile assembly sequence ~α = (α0, α1, α2, . . . , αn) such that
αn = β.
1.1.2 Active aTAM
The Active aTAM is an extension of the aTAM to accommodate signal-passing capabilities. Refer to Fig-
ure 3(a). An active tile is a triple τ = (t,A,S) where t is a unit square whose sides are denoted by
t+x, t+y, t−x, t−y indicating their orientations on the coordinate plane. Each side of the tile consists of a list
of active and inactive glue labels denoted (A, I), whereA and I are subsets of a finite set of labels Σ = Σ+∪
Σ− (defined as for the aTAM). Each label has a corresponding strength via the function s (likewise defined as
for the aTAM). The tile τ is equipped with an activation signal pathway setA and a transmission signal path-
way set S . The signal pathways are elements of Σˆ =
{
cji : c ∈ Σ+; i, j ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x, 0} , j 6= 0
}
:
if i 6= 0, cji indicates that a signal for the glue labeled c can be transmitted from direction i to direction j;
if i = 0, then the signal for c is said to be initiated in direction j. We can also add a label to any given tile
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type: a marker that plays no role in the assembly process but can be used to identify the “original” tile type
even if its signal pathways or glue states (active/inactive) are modified during the assembly. Such a marker
will appear as a subscript m on the tile type, e.g., τm = (t,A,S)m. In all of the following discussions, τm
will be used to refer to “the tile labeled m” in either a specified set of tiles or in a particular tile assembly,
depending on the context.
(a)
+ +
-
-
+ +
-
-
+
(b) + +
-
-
+
(c)
-+
Active/Inactive Labels
with Complementarity 
Indicators
+ +
-
-
+
(d)
Initiation
Transmission
Activation
Signals
p
a
b
q
c
a a
a
a
b
b b -b -b
-b
b b
+p
-q
τ1 τ1
τ1
τ2 τ2
τ2
Figure 3: (a) An active tile. (b)-(d) The tile modification function acting on a two tile assembly. The initial
attachment is shown in (b) and two successive time steps in (c) and (d), with (d) being a completed assembly.
EXAMPLE 1.1.1. Refer to Figure 3 (a). The t+x side of the active tile shown contains one active label from
the Σ− set (a black square marked with “-”) and two inactive labels, one from Σ+, p (a white square marked
with “+p”) and another from Σ−, −q (a white square marked with “−q”). The side t+y contains two active
labels from Σ+ and no inactive labels. The side t−x contains no active or inactive labels. And the side t−y
contains one active label from Σ−. The activation signal pathway set contains two signal pathways: p+x−x
and q+x−y . The transmission signal pathway set contains three signal pathways: a
−x
0 , b
−x
−y , and c
+x
+x. 
The terms assembly map and tile assembly for a specified temperature parameter θ ∈ Z+ are defined
exactly as for the aTAM, except that T is taken to be a set of active tiles.
To facilitate signal transmission, a tile modification function (TMF) is defined below to act on individual
tiles in a tile assembly, changing their signal and label sets depending on their direct neighbors. Inactive
labels are moved to the active set, as appropriate, while used and dead-end signal pathways are removed4.
4This is only to simplify the mathematical representation of the system when the signal pathways in the physical implementation
become unusable. When we incorporate deactivation and detachment in Chapter 3, pathways will no longer be removed.
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Tile Modification Function
Let α be a tile assembly and denote α(z), the tile associated with z ∈ Z2, by αz . For αz = τ = (t,A,S),
let
τ+y = αz+(0,1)
τ+x = αz+(1,0)
τ−y = αz+(0,−1)
τ−x = αz+(−1,0)
define the neighbors of τ on the respective sides. If τi is not defined for some i ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x} write
τi = ε, otherwise write τ+y = (t+y,A+y,S+y)+y and similar designations for the other three neighbors.
Let N = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1), (1, 0), (−1, 0)}. A function f : T 5 → T is called a tile modification
function if
f(αz+N ) = f(τ, τ+y, τ+x, τ−y, τ−x)
= α′z = (t
′,A′,S ′)
transforms the active tile τ = αz into another active tile α′z with the following three rules.
Let t = (t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x) and t′ = (t′+y, t′+x, t′−y, t′−x).
1. Tile Side Modification
If ti = (A, I), i ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}, then
t′i = (A ∪ C, I \ (C ∪D)) ,
where
C =
{
c ∈ I : ∃|c|ij ∈ A and |c|−j0 ∈ Sj for some j ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}
}
D =
{
c ∈ I : @|c|ij ∈ A for any j ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}
}
and |c| is used to denote c if c ∈ Σ+ and −c, the complement of c, if c ∈ Σ−. Informally, if the tile
side contains an inactive glue labeled c with a corresponding activation signal pathway and an adjacent
tile contains a corresponding initiation signal, then the glue labeled c becomes active (set C). Labels of
inactive glues which can never be activated are removed from the tile (set D).
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2. Activation Signal Modification
For i, j ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}, A′ = A \ Aremoved, where
Aremoved =
{
cji ∈ A : τi 6= ε and either ∃c−i0 ∈ Si or @c−ik ∈ Si for any k ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}
}
.
Informally, when the tile receives a signal, its corresponding activation signal pathway is used and
cannot be used again, so it is removed. Activation signal pathways that can never be activated due to
being adjacent to a tile which has no possibility of sending the corresponding signal are also removed.
3. Transmission Signal Modification
For i, j ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}, S ′ = (S ∪ Sadded) \ Sremoved, where
Sadded =
{
cj0 : ∃k ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x} such that cjk ∈ S and c−k0 ∈ Sk
}
Sremoved = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3
S1 =
{
cji ∈ S : τi 6= ε and either ∃c−i0 ∈ Si or @c−ik ∈ Si for any k ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}
}
S2 =
{
cji ∈ S : τj 6= ε and @ck−j ∈ Sj ∪ Aj for any k ∈ {+y,+x,−y,−x}
}
S3 =
{
cj0 ∈ S : τj 6= ε
}
.
Informally, when the tile receives a signal, its transmission pathway is replaced with an initiation signal.
Transmission pathways which do not have matching pathways in adjacent tiles, i.e., pathways for signals
that cannot be received or transmitted, are removed since they cannot perform any function. Once a
tile is adjacent to another tile, all initiation signals in that direction are removed, since they are either
immediately transmitted or can never be transmitted.
We can extend the action of f to an entire tile assembly by applying f simultaneously to every active tile
in it:
f(α) = α′ if and only if α′z = f(αz+N ) ∀z ∈ Z2.
A completed tile assembly is one that has reached a quiescent state under iterated applications of the TMF
(i.e., one where all possible signal transmissions and glue activations have finished taking place).
EXAMPLE 1.1.2. Suppose two tiles attach as shown in Figure 3 (b). In order to apply f to the tile τ1,
we consider its +x neighbor τ2 that has a transmission pathway a+x−x and an initiation signal b
−x
0 in the
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middle. This means that on τ1, the initiation signal a+x0 can be removed (since it will be transmitted to τ2)
and the b+x+x transmission pathway should be replaced by a b
+x
0 initiation signal, which is shown on τ1 in
(c). Similarly, when we apply f to τ2 in (b), its initiation signal b−x0 is removed, and the a
+x
−x transmission
pathway becomes an a+x0 initiation signal in (c). Now, we apply f to the assembly in (c). The b
+x
0 initiation
signal on τ1 is removed since it activates the previously inactive +x glue label −b on τ2 using its b+−xx
activation signal pathway (which is consequently removed). In (d) we see the resulting completed assembly
with no more possible signal transmissions or glue activations. 
An active tile assembly system (Active TAS) is an ordered 4-tuple (T0, α0, s, θ) where T0 is a set of active
unit tiles, α0 is a completed assembly called the seed assembly, s is the strength function, and θ ∈ Z+
is the temperature parameter of the system. An assembly sequence in an Active TAS is a sequence ~α =
(α0, α1, α2, . . .), where each αi+1 is the completed assembly obtained from αi after a θ-stable addition of a
single tile. Producible assemblies are defined accordingly.
We conclude now with a brief discussion of the way strand displacement mechanisms for signal transfer
among DNA-based tiles were incorporated into the Active aTAM/2HAM compared to STAM.
We note that the Active aTAM/2HAM was motivated specifically by the DNA “walkers,” envisioning the
signaling mechanism superimposed onto a DNA origami tile such that the signal strands interact with but
are distinct from the sticky ends of each tile; the STAM, on the other hand, was motivated by the idea of
incorporating the signaling mechanism directly into the structure of each DNA tile such that the sticky ends
on one edge of the tile are connected by a strand displacement mechanism to the sticky ends on another edge
of the tile. Thus, the Active aTAM/2HAM has signal pathways specific to each glue label which are added
to a “standard” aTAM/2HAM tile (except that the glues can have one of two states: active and inactive),
while in the STAM, each glue can have one of three states (“on,” “latent,” and “off”), and each tile contains
its own function that determines the result of the interaction of every one of its glues with every other glue
in the system (the result of every such interaction is defined as a subset of the glues on the tile changing their
states from “on” or ”latent” to “off” and from “latent” to “on”).
The key difference is that in the Active aTAM/2HAM, signal strands are connected to matching signal
strands and matching glues, and are considered to be of negligible strength in terms of binding two tiles
together; whereas in the STAM, any glue can have the dual function of serving as a signal for any other glues
on a given tile. There is also a difference concerning update synchronization: in the Active aTAM/2HAM, all
tiles are updated simultaneously, while in the STAM, at each time step a tile and a signal pending on that tile
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are chosen at random to be processed. When we consider the two models without deactivation, the Active
aTAM/2HAM is essentially a restriction of the respective version of STAM that requires signal transmission
to be uniform across all tiles and assigns a strength of 0 to any signal initiating glue pairing. Despite being
more general than its “Active” counterpart, it is unclear whether the STAM without deactivation offers any
computational advantage over the Active aTAM/2HAM. The deactivation dynamics of the two models are
more fundamentally distinct and we defer that comparison and discussion of relevant results to Chapter
3, where we shall modify the formal description of the Active aTAM given above to incorporate signal
deactivation. First, however, we proceed to discuss two static simulations in the Active aTAM as given.
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Chapter 2
Static Simulations
2.1 Simulating Temperature 2 aTAM Systems with Active aTAM at Temperature 1
The first result we present is part of the manuscript “Temperature 1 Simulation of Temperature 2 aTAM
Systems in the Active aTAM,” currently in preparation with Natasha Jonoska. We show that non-cooperative
(temperature 1) tile assembly in the Active aTAM is fully capable of simulating cooperative (temperature
2) tile assembly: that is, for any temperature 2 aTAM tile assembly system, there is a temperature 1 Active
aTAM system such that the tile assemblies produced by the Active aTAM system are precisely the scaled
versions (by a factor of 2 in each dimension) of the tile assemblies produced by the aTAM system.
Note that in temperature 2 systems, each glue can be assigned a strength of 1 or 2 and tiles can attach if a
match is made with one side containing a strength 2 glue or with two sides containing strength 1 glues. In
the latter case, two tiles in an existing assembly “cooperate” to allow the attachment of the new tile; from
the perspective of the new tile, this amounts to collecting information about two of its neighbors, as opposed
to just one. In the following construction of a simulating active system, we replace this direct cooperation of
glues with a “filtering” system of signals, allowing active tiles to gather information about their neighbors
indirectly.
Given a temperature 2 aTAM tile assembly system S with a tile set T and a glue label set Σ, we can
construct a temperature 1 Active aTAM tile assembly system SA to simulate S as follows. Without loss of
generality, we assume that Σ can be partitioned in the following way1: Σ = L+x∪L−x∪L+y ∪L−y where
the labels in L±x appear only on the ±x sides of tiles in T and the labels in L±y appear only on the ±y
sides of tiles in T . We’ll denote L+x and L+y by Lx and Ly, noting that L−x and L−y are precisely −Lx
and −Ly. A superscript s1 or s2 will be used to distinguish between strength 1 and strength 2 label sets.
The idea of the simulation construction is shown schematically in Figure 4.
1It is always possible to convert any given tile set T into an equivalent set that allows this partition by adding subscripts to the
Σ+ labels on each tile indicating the side on which they appear (±x or ±y) and adding the opposite subscripts to the Σ− labels on
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Figure 4: Left: An aTAM assembly consisting of tiles A, B, C, and D. The identities of the tiles A, B, C,
and D are encoded in “identity” or “decider-identity” tiles placed in locations marked with “id”. Horizontal
and vertical glue label pairs are encoded in “label” tiles that attach to “center” tiles. Label tiles represent
adjacent sides of tiles in the simulated aTAM system. For example, the tile marked with “ctr A” is adjacent
to label tiles which represent glues that belong to the neighbors of tile “A” in the original system and/or
to “A” itself (if there is a mismatch between “A” and a neighbor in the original system, the label tile will
correspond to the glue of whichever tile joined the assembly first).
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Figure 5: A schematic representation of all tiles in the simulating set. All glues shown are strength 1. The
pathways in blue indicate signals directed to glues on the center tile. The black pathways indicate signals
with targets not on the center tile. The # symbols indicate the presence of multiple pathways of a given type.
Refer to Table 1 for tile labeling conventions. The glues labeled γ, δ are assumed to be strength 2 in S and
those labeled α, β are assumed to be strength 1 in S. The gray pathways on ττ0,(α∗0,β0) are present if and
only if the +y glue on τ0 in S is strength 1.
2.1.1 Active Tile Set for the Simulation
The key tiles in the simulating active tile set are label tiles τα, one for each glue label α ∈ Lx ∪ Ly, which
are designed to imitate the action of each complementary glue pair in the simulated aTAM system S. The
label tiles are aided in this by center tiles τcenter,α for each α ∈ Σ. The center tiles function to hold label
tiles together and to route signals among them. In our construction, the center tiles of the simulating set
“collect information” about the label tiles present around them (which correspond to the glues around a
particular empty location in the simulated set) and determine all possible simulated set tiles that could fit
inside the particular glue configuration. Since the center tile forms a cross shape with the label tiles, a tile
placement in the simulated set is represented by the placement of a corresponding “identity” tile in the upper
each tile (∓x or ∓y). Also see footnote 3 in Chapter 1, p. 6.
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left corner of the cross shape, and this “identity” tile encodes both the identity of the simulated tile and the
glue combination that resulted in its attachment: for example, if a simulated tile τ0 attaches to an existing
assembly via a strength 2 glue α0, the corresponding placed “identity” tile in the simulating set will be
ττ0,(α0,ε); if τ0 attaches via strength 1 glues α0, β0, the corresponding “identity” tile will be ττ0,(α0,β0).
Table 1: Summary of the types of tiles used in the active simulating system construction.
Tile Type Index
Name Type Description
τα
Label tile corresponding to glue ±α, α ∈ Σ+. Sends and, in the case of α ∈ Σs1,
transmits signals that encode α or −α.
τcenter,α
Center tile with active glue α or α′ depending on the complementarity sign of α.
Routes signals among label tiles adjacent to it.
ττ0,(α,β)
Identity tile encoding a tile τ0 that binds to α and β strength 1 glues in the simulated
system.
ττ0,(α,ε)
Identity tile encoding a tile τ0 that binds to a strength 2 glue α in the simulated
system.
ττ0,(α∗,β)
Decider tile encoding a tile τ0 that binds to α and β strength 1 glues in the simulated
system. Has the dual function of acting as the top half of a vertical label tile that
corresponds to the +y glue of τ0.
ττ0,(α∗,ε)
Decider tile encoding a tile τ0 that binds to a strength 2 glue α in the simulated
system. Has the dual function of acting as the top half of a vertical label tile that
corresponds to the +y glue of τ0.
τ(τ0,α∗,β)
Decider-identity tile encoding a tile τ0 that binds to α and β strength 1 glues in the
simulated system. Binds to the −x side of the decider tile ττ0,(α∗,β).
τ(τ0,α∗,ε)
Decider tile encoding a tile τ0 that binds to a strength 2 glue α in the simulated
system. Binds to the −x side of the decider tile ττ0,(α∗,ε).
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Table 2: Summary of the types of glue labels used in the active simulating system construction.
Glue Label Type Index
Label Type Function
α If α ∈ Σ+, appears on +x or +y sides of label tiles, allows attachment to center tiles.
α′ If α ∈ Σ+, appears on +x or +y sides of center tiles, allows attachment to label tiles.
(α, β)
Encodes the cooperation of a pair of strength 1 glues α and β. Begins in an inactive
state on the−x side of every vertical label tile and is activated by a signal initiated by
a label tile for α and transmitted through a label tile for β. Appears in an active state
on identity tiles ττ0,(α,β) for every τ0 ∈ T containing both of the corresponding glues.
There are 6 possible ways for the four sides of a given tile to cooperate, we adopt the
convention of listing these in the following way: (+x,−y), (+x,−x), (+x,+y),
(−y,−x), (−y,+y), and (−x,+y).
(α, ε)
Encodes the strength 2 glue α. Begins in an inactive state on the −x side of every
vertical label tile and is activated by a signal initiated by a label tile for α. Appears
in an active state on identity tiles ττ0,(α,ε) for every τ0 ∈ T containing that glue. We
use ε here to denote the absence of a cooperating glue.
(α∗, β)
Encodes the cooperation of a pair of strength 1 glues α and β. Begins in an inactive
state on the +y side of center tiles and is activated by a signal initiated by a label tile
for α and transmitted through a label tile for β. Appears in an active state on decider-
identity tiles ττ0,(α∗,β) for every τ0 ∈ T containing both of the corresponding glues.
(α∗, ε)
Encodes the strength 2 glue α. Begins in an inactive state on the +y side of center
tiles and is activated by a signal initiated by a label tile for α. Appears in an active
state on decider-identity tiles ττ0,(α∗,ε) for every τ0 ∈ T containing that glue.
(τ0, α
∗, β)
Encodes a tile τ0 that binds to α and β strength 1 glues in the simulated system.
Appears uniquely on the decider-identity tile τ(τ0,α∗,β) and allows it to bind to the
corresponding decider tile ττ0,(α∗,β).
(τ0, α
∗, ε)
Encodes a tile τ0 that binds to a strength 2 glue α in the simulated system. Appears
uniquely on the decider-identity tile τ(τ0,α∗,ε) and allows it to bind to the correspond-
ing decider tile ττ0,(α∗,ε).
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In the case where the simulated tile attaches to an assembly with no other tiles immediately above it, the
simulation is done via a “decider” tile, ττ0,(α∗0,ε) for glue α0 of strength 2 or ττ0,(α∗0,β0) for a cooperation
of two strength 1 glues α0, β0, which has the properties of both an identifying tile for τ0 and also the glue
tile corresponding to the +y side of τ0. For each “decider” tile, there is a matching “decider-identity” tile(
τ(τ0,α∗0,ε)
or τ(τ0,α∗0,β0)
)
that attaches to its left side and functions to activate the glue at the top of the
“decider” tile.
The different types of tiles and glue labels are summarized in Tables 1-2.
In what follows, the simulating active tile descriptions are divided into eight different types: horizontal
strength 1 label tiles, horizontal strength 2 label tiles, vertical strength 1 label tiles, vertical strength 2 label
tiles, center tiles, identity tiles, decider tiles, and decider-identity tiles. Refer to Figure 5 for a schematic
representation of all types of active tiles used.
Horizontal Strength 1 Label Tiles
Refer to τβ in Figure 5. These tiles have the role performed by the strength 1 glues that appear on the ±x
sides of tiles in the simulated tile set T and attempt to collaborate via signaling: namely, by sending and
receiving signals that encode the corresponding glues. Thus, for each strength 1 glue label β in Lx, create
the tile τβ with the following sides and signal pathways:
t+y = (∅, ∅)
t+x = ({β} , ∅)
t−y = (∅, ∅)
t−x =
({−β′} , ∅)
A = ∅
S = {(β, a)−x0 : ∃τ ∈ T such that β, a are strength 1 labels in τ}
∪ {(β∗, a)−x0 : ∃τ ∈ T such that β, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a /∈ Ls1y }
∪ {(−β, a)+x0 : ∃τ ∈ T such that −β, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ls1y }
∪ {(a,−β)+x+x : ∃τ ∈ T such that −β, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ls1x ∪ −Ls1y }
∪ {(a∗,−β)+x+x : ∃τ ∈ T such that −β, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ls1x ∪ −Ls1y } .
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Each active glue on the ±x side of τβ , labeled β or −β′, uniquely matches two center tiles: τcenter,β with
active +x label β′ and τcenter,−β with active −x label −β. Both τcenter,β and τcenter,−β are formally defined
later on; the schematic representation of signaling in τcenter,−β is the same as in τcenter,β in Figure 5. The
(β, a)−x0 initiation signals are sent in τβ’s role as a +x glue label β in the simulated set. These signals
are sent via a center tile to check for the presence of label tiles on the −x,±y sides of the center tile:
specifically, for the presence of glue label tiles for strength 1 glues that appear in combination with β on
any tile in the simulated set. These signals allow for the eventual attachment of an identity tile matching
this glue combination. The (β∗, a)−x0 signals follow almost the same path as the (β, a)
−x
0 signals but do
not check for a label tile on the +y side of the center tile. In fact, these signals are meant to handle the
case when there is no label tile on the +y side of the center tile; in that case, the (β, a) glue allows for the
attachment of a “decider” tile on the +y side of the center tile (which will act as the label tile for the +y glue
on the simulated tile being identified by the decider tile and also will perform the role that would otherwise
be done by the identity tile for simulated tile with the (β, a) glue combination).
Similarly, in τβ’s role as a−x glue label−β in the simulated set, the (−β, a)+x0 initiation signals are sent
to check for a label tile on the +y side of the center tile and allow for the potential attachment of an identity
tile matching the glue combination. In this case, a *-signal is not needed, since a match only occurs if there
is, in fact, a label tile present on the center tile’s +y side. The (a,−β)+x+x pathways with their * counterparts
receive the β-matching signals initiated by the label tile τa from the +x or −y side of the center tile and
transmit these signals back to the center tile to activate corresponding identity or decider glues.
Horizontal Strength 2 Label Tiles
These tiles will have the role performed by the strength 2 ±x side glues on tiles in the simulated tile set T .
For each strength 2 label β in Lx, create the tile τβ with the following sides and signal pathways:
t+y = (∅, ∅)
t+x = ({β} , ∅)
t−y = (∅, ∅)
t−x =
({−β′} , ∅)
A = ∅
S = {(β, ε)−x0 , (β∗, ε)−x0 , (−β, ε)+x0 , (−β∗, ε)+x0 } .
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The ±x sides of these tiles match center tiles just as in the case of the strength 1 label tiles. But unlike
the case of the strength 1 label tiles, strength 2 label tiles do not need to check for the presence of other glue
labels and possible collaborations. Thus, only 4 signals are initiated by these tiles: the (−β, ε)−x0 signal in
the tile’s role as the +x label β in the simulated set and (−β, ε)+x0 signal in the tile’s role as the −β −x
label in the simulated set, and the *-counterparts of these signals. The corresponding glues allow for the
attachment of an identity or a decider tile for any simulated set tile containing the glue β or−β, respectively.
Note that we use ε for labels in general to denote the absence of a cooperating glue.
Vertical Strength 1 Label Tiles
These tiles have the role performed by the strength 1±y side glues in the simulated tile set T and attempt to
collaborate via signaling. Thus, for each strength 1 label α in Ly, create the tile τα with the following sides
and signal pathways:
t+y = ({α} , ∅)
t+x = (∅, ∅)
t−y =
({−α′} , ∅)
t−x = (∅, {− (a, b) : ∃τ ∈ T such that a, b are distinct labels in τ and any of (i)-(iv) hold})
(i) a ∈ Ls1x and b ∈ −Ls1x ∪ −Ls1y ∪ {α}
(ii) a ∈ −Ls1y and b ∈ −Ls1x ∪ {α}
(iii) a ∈ −Ls1x and b = α
(iv) a ∈ Σs2 r Ls2y and b = ε
A =
{
(a, b)−x−y : −(a, b) is a label in t−x
}
S =
{
a−y−x : a ∈ Lx ∪ Ly
}
∪
{
(a′)−y−x : a ∈ Lx
}
∪
{
(b,−α)+y+y : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, −α are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ls1x
}
∪
{
(b∗,−α)+y+y : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, −α are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ls1x
}
∪
{
(−α, b)+y0 : ∃τ ∈ T such that −α, b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ −Ls1x ∪ Ls1y
}
∪
{
(−α∗, b)+y0 : ∃τ ∈ T such that −α, b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ −Ls1x
}
.
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The ±y sides of these tiles contain glues that match center tiles just as in the case of the ±x sides of the
horizontal label tiles. The −x side contain inactive labels matching pairs of strength 1 glue combinations
as well as single strength 2 glues; once activated, these glues allow for the attachment of matching identity
tiles. The activation signal set A contains pathways from −y to −x side of the tile matching the glues
present there. Activation occurs when the tile receives a signal from the +y side of the adjacent center tile:
a signal initiated by a strength 2 label tile or a signal initiated by a strength 1 label tile and “confirmed” by
a second strength 1 label tile.
The vertical strength 1 label tile initiates and confirms signals only in its role as the −y label −α in the
simulated set. (The confirmation of signals as a +y label α in the simulated set is incorporated in to the
activation pathway set A). The signals (α, b)+y0 check for matching label tiles on the −x and +y sides
of the center tile, and in the case of the −x side have a * counterpart. The pathways (b, α)+y+y and their *
counterparts confirm matching signals received from the label tile τb on the +x side of the center tile.
Finally, the transmission pathways−a−y−x and (a′)−y−x allow whichever identity tile attaches to τα’s−x side
to send signals to the center tile to allow the attachment of label tiles that match the glues on the simulated
tile identified by the identity tile.
Vertical Strength 2 Label Tiles
These tiles have the role performed by the strength 2 ±y side glues in the simulated tile set T . For each
strength 2 label α in Ly, create the tile τα with the following sides and signal pathways:
t+y = ({α} , ∅)
t+x = (∅, ∅)
t−y =
({−α′} , ∅)
t−x = (− (α, ε) , {− (a, b) : ∃τ ∈ T such that a, b are distinct labels in τ and any of (i)-(iii) hold})
(i) a ∈ Ls1x and b ∈ −Ls1x ∪ −Ls1y
(ii) a ∈ −Ls1y and b ∈ −Ls1x
(iii) a ∈ Σs2 r Ls2y and b = ε
A =
{
(a, b)−x−y : −(a, b) is a label in t−x
}
S =
{
a−y−x : a ∈ Lx ∪ Ly
}
∪
{
(a′)−y−x : a ∈ Lx
}
∪
{
(−α, ε)+y0 , (−α∗, ε)+y0
}
.
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The labels and signals of these tiles are almost identical to those in the case of the strength 1 vertical label
tiles; however, since the strength 2 label tiles do not need to check for the presence of other label tiles, the
transmission pathway set does not contain “confirmation” (+y to +y) pathways.
Center Tiles
The center tiles’ function is to hold the label tiles together and to route signals among them. For each glue
label in Σ there is exactly one center tile with a single active side capable of attaching to the label tile
corresponding to that glue label either on the +x or−x side for the horizontal label tiles or on the +y or−y
side for the vertical glue labels, resulting in four general kinds of center tiles. For center tiles τcenter,α, α /∈
Ly, the +y side contains inactive labels corresponding to decider tiles (to be activated by signals sent by
adjacent label tiles). The remaining sides of all center tiles contain inactive labels corresponding to all
possible label tiles, which are activated once a corresponding identity or decider identity tile for some τ0 ∈ T
is in place. The signal pathways on all center tiles are essentially the same, with the only difference being
the absence of certain kinds of pathways depending on the information each center tile has about one of its
necessary neighbor tiles: the label tile corresponding to the active center tile glue.
For α ∈ Ly, the corresponding center tile τcenter,α is as follows:
t+y =
({
α′
}
, ∅)
t+x =
(∅,{b′ : b ∈ Lx})
t−y = (∅, {−a : a ∈ Ly})
t−x = (∅, {−b : b ∈ Lx})
A =
{
a−y+y : a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(b′)+x+y : b ∈ Lx} ∪ {b−x+y : b ∈ Lx}
S = {(b, ε)+y+x : b ∈ Ls2x } ∪ {(−a, ε)+y−y : a ∈ Ls2y } ∪ {(−b, ε)+y−x : b ∈ Ls2x }
∪ {(b, α)+y+x : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, α are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ls1x }
∪ {(b,−a)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, −a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ls1x , a ∈ Ls1y }
∪
{
(b,−a)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, −a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ls1x , a ∈ Ls1y
}
∪
{
(−a, α)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T such that − a, α are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ls1y
}
∪ {(b,−a)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a, b ∈ Ls1x }
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∪ {(b,−a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T such that b, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a, b ∈ Ls1x }
∪
{
(−a,−b)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T such that − a, −b are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ls1y , b ∈ Ls1x
}
∪ {(−a,−b)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T such that − a, −b are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ls1y , b ∈ Ls1x }
∪ {(−b, α)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T such that − b, αare strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ls1x } .
For −α ∈ −Ly, the corresponding center tile τcenter,−α is as follows:
t+y =
(
∅,
{
(a∗, b) : (a∗, b)ji ∈ A for some i, j
})
t+x =
(∅,{b′ : b ∈ Lx})
t−y = ({−α} , ∅)
t−x = (∅, {−b : b ∈ Lx})
A = {(b′)+x+y : b ∈ Lx} ∪ {b−x+y : b ∈ Lx} ∪ {(b∗, ε)+y+x : b ∈ Ls2x } ∪ {(−b∗, ε)+y−x : b ∈ Ls2x }
∪ {(b∗,−a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b, a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(−α∗,−b)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − α,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx}
∪
{
(b∗,−α)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−α are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx
}
∪
{
(−α∗, ε)+y−y : iff α ∈ Ls2y
}
S = {(b, ε)+y+x : b ∈ Ls2x } ∪ {(−b, ε)+y−x : b ∈ Ls2x } ∪ {(−α, ε)+y−y : iff α ∈ Ls2y }
∪ {(b, a)+y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b, a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(b,−a)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(b∗,−α)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−α are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx}
∪
{
(b,−α)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−α are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx
}
∪ {(b,−a)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b, a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(b∗,−a)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b, a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(b,−a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b, a ∈ Lx}
∪
{
(−α, b)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − α, b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Ly
}
∪
{
(−α,−b)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − α,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx
}
∪
{
(−α∗,−b)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − α,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx
}
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∪ {(−α,−b)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − α,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx}
∪ {(−b, a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − b, a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly} .
For β ∈ Lx, the corresponding center tile τcenter,β is as follows:
t+y =
(
∅,
{
(a∗, b) : (a∗, b)ji ∈ A for some i, j
})
t+x =
({
β′
}
, ∅)
t−y = (∅, {−a : a ∈ Ly})
t−x = (∅, {−b : b ∈ Lx})
A =
{
a−y+y : a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {b−x+y : b ∈ Lx} ∪ {(−a∗, ε)+y−y : a ∈ Ls2y } ∪ {(−b∗, ε)+y−x : b ∈ Ls2x }
∪ {(β∗,−a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(−a∗,−b)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly, b ∈ Lx}
∪
{
(β∗,−a)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(β∗, ε)+y+x : iff β ∈ Ls2x }
S =
{
(−a, ε)+y−y : a ∈ Ls2y
}
∪ {(−b, ε)+y−x : b ∈ Ls2x } ∪ {(−β, ε)+y+x : iff β ∈ Ls2x }
∪ {(β, a)+y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(β,−a)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(β∗,−a)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly}
∪
{
(β,−a)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(β,−a)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(β∗,−a)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(β,−a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. β,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪
{
(−a, b)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a, b are strength 1 labels in τ and a, b ∈ Ly
}
∪
{
(−a,−b)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly, b ∈ Lx
}
∪
{
(−a∗,−b)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly, b ∈ Lx
}
∪ {(−a,−b)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−b are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly, b ∈ Lx}
∪ {(−b, a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − b, a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly} .
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For −β ∈ −Lx, the corresponding center tile τcenter,−β is as follows:
t+y =
(
∅,
{
(a∗, b) : (a∗, b)ji ∈ A for some i, j
})
t+x =
(∅,{b′ : b ∈ Lx})
t−y = (∅, {−a : a ∈ Ly})
t−x = ({−β} , ∅)
A =
{
a−y+y : a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(b′)+x+y : b ∈ Lx} ∪ {(−a∗, ε)+y−y : a ∈ Ls2y } ∪ {(b∗, ε)+y+x : b ∈ Ls2x }
∪ {(a∗,−β)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(−a∗,−β)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly}
∪
{
(b∗,−a)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(−β∗, ε)+y−x : iff β ∈ Ls2x }
S =
{
(−a, ε)+y−y : a ∈ Ls2y
}
∪ {(b, ε)+y+x : b ∈ Ls2x } ∪ {(−β, ε)+y−x : iff β ∈ Ls2x }
∪ {(b, a)+y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b, a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(b,−a)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(b∗,−a)−y+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly}
∪
{
(b,−a)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are strength 1 labels in τ and b ∈ Lx, a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(a,−β)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(a∗,−β)−x+x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪ {(a,−β)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Lx}
∪
{
(−a, b)+y−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a, b are strength 1 labels in τ and a, b ∈ Ly
}
∪
{
(−a,−β)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly
}
∪
{
(−a∗,−β)−x−y : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly
}
∪ {(−a,−β)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a,−β are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly}
∪ {(−β, a)+y−x : ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − β, a are strength 1 labels in τ and a ∈ Ly} .
Each center tile contains an active side matching a label in the simulated label set Σ; the other sides contain
inactive labels matching every possible label tile in the simulating set. These glues become activated when
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a corresponding signal is initiated by an identity or decider tile (thus, all but one side of the center tile will
eventually contain glue labels matching those on some tile in the simulated set; the original active label need
not match that simulated tile as it belongs to the simulated tile’s simulated neighbor).
The center tiles contain by far the most complex transmission signal sets. However, the function of the
signals on the center tiles is straightforward. Signals sent by label tiles in their +x simulated label roles are
to be transmitted to the +y side of the center tile if they represent simulated strength 2 glues or strength 1
glues paired with a +y strength 1 glue, and to the−x or−y side of the center tile if they represent simulated
strength 1 glues paired with −x or −y strength 1 glues. Signals initiated by label tiles in their −y or −x
simulated label roles are sent to the corresponding −x or +y side, while signals transmitted by those tiles
but initiated by a +x or −y label tile are carried to the +y side. Note that the glue represented by the
initiating label tile is encoded as the first coordinate in each ordered pair label and because the simulated
label set is a disjoint union of the labels on the ±x, ±y sides of the simulated tiles, the center tile is able to
“tell” precisely where the ordered pair signal originated and where it needs to be transmitted.
Identity Tiles
For each tile τ0 ∈ T and each strength 2 label α0 or pair of distinct strength 1 labels (α0, β0) (s.t. α0 ∈ Lx,
or α0 ∈ −Ly and β0 /∈ Lx, or α0 ∈ −Lx and β0 ∈ Ly) found in τ , create an identity tile ττ0,(α0,ε) or
ττ0,(α0,β0) as follows:
t+y = (∅, ∅)
t+x = ({(α0, b) : b = ε if α0 is strength 2, or b = β0} , ∅)
t−y = (∅, ∅)
t−x = (∅, ∅)
A = ∅
S = {a+x0 : −a 6= α0, β0 is a label in τ0 and a ∈ Lx ∪ Ly}
∪ {(b′)+x0 : b 6= α0, β0 is a label in τ0 and b ∈ Lx} .
The identity tile has one active glue, positioned on its +x side. This glue identifies the simulated neighbor
glue combination that resulted in the attachment of the tile identified by this identity tile. The transmission
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pathway set contains initiation signals for the label tile glues matching the glues on the identified simulated
tile other than the glue or glues that resulted in the simulated tile’s attachment to the existing assembly.
Decider Tiles
For each τ0 ∈ T and strength 2 label α0 /∈ Ly or pair of distinct strength 1 labels (α0, β0) (s.t. α0 ∈ Lx,
and β0 /∈ Ly, or α0 ∈ −Ly and β0 /∈ Lx ∪ Ly) found in τ , create a decider tile ττ0,(α∗0,ε) or ττ0,(α∗0,β0):
t+y = (∅, {a : a is the + y label in τ0})
t+x = (∅, ∅)
t−y = ({− (α∗0, b) : b = ε if α0 is strength 2, or b = β0} , ∅)
t−x = ({− (α∗0, b, τ0) : b = ε if α0 is strength 2, or b = β0} , ∅)
A = {(a)+y−x : a is the + y label in τ0}
S =
{
a−y0 : −a 6= α0, β0 is a label in τ0 and a ∈ Lx ∪ Ly
}
∪
{
(b′)−y0 : b 6= α0, β0 is a label in τ0 and b ∈ Lx
}
∪
{
(−a, b)+y0 : a is the + y label in τ0 and ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a, b are in τ and a, b ∈ Ls1y
or a ∈ Ls2y and b = ε
}
∪
{
(−a∗, b)+y0 : a is the + y label in τ0 and ∃τ ∈ T s.t. − a, b are in τ and a, b ∈ Ls1y
or a ∈ Ls2y and b = ε
}
∪
{
(b,−a)+y+y : a is the + y label in τ0, a ∈ Ls1y , b ∈ Ls1x and ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are in τ
}
∪
{
(b∗,−a)+y+y : a is the + y label in τ0, a ∈ Ls1y , b ∈ Ls1x and ∃τ ∈ T s.t. b,−a are in τ
}
.
The decider tiles take on the role of identity for a simulated tile τ0 that attaches via a glue α0 ∈ Σs2 or a
pair of glues α0, β0 ∈ Σs1 if a +y label tile is not available and initiate the signals to activate corresponding
label tile glues on the center tile. Once the decider tile attaches to a center tile, its active −x label allows the
attachment of a corresponding decider-identity tile, which activates its +y side glue.
Decider-Identity Tiles
For each decider tile, create a decider-identity tile τ(τ0,α∗0,ε) or τ(τ0,α∗0,β0) as follows:
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t+y = (∅, ∅)
t+x = ({(α∗0, b, τ0) : b = ε if α0 is strength 2, or b = β0} , ∅)
t−y = (∅, ∅)
t−x = (∅, ∅)
A = ∅
S = {(a′)+x0 : a is the + y label in τ0} .
The decider-identity tile’s sole function is to take the spot which would otherwise be taken by the identity
tile in the simulating assembly and to send a signal activating the +y glue of the decider tile.
2.1.2 Simulation
Let S be a temperature 2 non-hierarchical tile assembly system with a tile set T and seed α0 consisting
of a single tile2, placed at (0, 0). We’ll write S = (T , α0, 2), omitting the strength function for the glue
label set from the explicit description but assuming that a strength of 1 or 2 is assigned to each glue label.
Let SA = (TA, β0, 1) be the active system corresponding to S, where TA is the tile set consisting of all
tiles described in “simulating tile set” section above, and β0 is the assembly corresponding to the assembly
shown in Figure 6, if the seed tile contains a +y strength 2 glue label α or the assembly in Figure 7 if there
is no strength 2 glue label on the +y side, with the identity or decider-identity tile placed at (0, 0).
The two cases for the construction of the seed are as follows. Refer to Figure 6. Suppose the simulated
seed α0 consists of the singleton tile τ0 which contains a +y strength 2 glue label α and −x,−y,+x labels
−β,−γ, δ, respectively. Consider the assembly progression shown in Figure 6(a),(b): the vertical label tile
τα has an active label allowing the attachment of the center tile τcenter,α, shown in (a), and of the identity
tile ττ0,(α,ε), shown in (b). The signals sent by the identity tile activate the center tile glues corresponding to
the τβ, τγ , τδ label tiles, tiles which represent the β, γ, δ glues of the simulated system. These label tiles can
attach to the assembly in Figure 6(b) in any order to produce the assembly shown in (c). In this case, take as
the simulating seed β0 the assembly structured as in (c) with ττ0,(α,ε) placed at (0, 0).
2The construction for a simulating seed assembly is analogous for a simulated seed consisting of multiple tiles. We restrict the
discussion to the case of a single tile seed for simplicity of presentation.
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For the second case, refer to Figure 7. Suppose the simulated seed tile τ0 has sides with glue labels
α, β, γ, δ as in the first case, but that α is not strength 2. Without loss of generality3, assume −β is a
strength 2 label on τ0. The simulating set tiles τβ and τcenter,−β , are able to join together as in Figure 7(a).
The * signal sent by τβ will activate the corresponding +y glue on the center tile τcenter,−β , which allows
the attachment of the decider tile ττ0,(−β∗,ε) for the simulated glue label −β and simulated tile τ0, as shown
in (b). The decider tile sends signals to activate center tile glues corresponding to the τγ and τδ label tiles. It
also allows the attachment of the decider-identity tile τ(τ0,−β∗,ε), which sends a signal to activate the α glue
on the decider tile, enabling the decider tile to represent the α glue label of the simulated set. The assembly
shown in (c) yields the assembly shown in (d) once the corresponding label tiles are attached. In this case,
we take as the simulating seed β0 the assembly structured as in (d) with τ(−β∗,ε,τ0) placed at (0, 0).
LEMMA 2.1. Given any assembly that assembles in SA, its even coordinates can only be occupied by identity
and decider-identity tiles.
Proof. Note that the seed assembly β0 for SA, by construction, contains an identity or decider-identity tile
at (0, 0). Now, refer to Figure 5 and Figures 6-7. Consider the arrangement of glues in the tile set. The
±x glues of the center tiles are exactly those complementary to the ∓x glues on the horizontal label tiles.
Similarly, the ±y glues of the center tiles are exactly those complementary to the ∓y glues on the vertical
label tiles and decider tiles. Moreover, the horizontal label tiles do not have any±y glues. The vertical label
tiles and decider tiles contain exactly the −x glues that are complementary to identity and decider-identity
+x glues and do not contain any +x glues. The identity and decider-identity tiles do not contain any glues
other than the +x glues referred to above. This distribution of glues means that any tile assembly built from
these tiles must have horizontal label tiles and center tiles alternating along horizontal lines and vertical label
tiles or decider tiles and center tiles alternating along vertical lines. If the identity or decider-identity tile of
the seed assembly is located at (0, 0), then the center tile is located at (1,−1). This means that the center
tiles can only occupy the coordinates of the form (2i+ 1, 2j + 1), the horizontal label tiles can only occupy
(2i, 2j + 1), and the vertical label tiles and decider tiles can only occupy (2i + 1, 2j). It follows that the
even coordinates (2i, 2j) can only be occupied by identity and decider-identity tiles.
We now define a correspondence map f from the set of all identity and decider-identity tiles in TA to the
3The construction is nearly identical if β is uniformly replaced by γ or δ and −β by −γ or +δ respectively wherever it appears
in the discussion of this case, with the resulting assembly having identical outward facing glues to those shown in Figure 7(d).
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Figure 6: The seed construction corresponding to a simulated tile τ0 with respective +y,−x,−y,+x side
glues α,−β,−γ, δ such that α is strength 2 in S. (a) The label tile τα binds to the center tile τcenter,α. (b)
The identity tile ττ0,(α,ε) binds to τα and initiates signals for the remaining inactive sides of the center tile,
in accord with the β, γ, δ glues on the simulated tile τ0. (c) The label tiles τβ, τγ , τδ are able to attach to the
center tile, completing the simulating seed assembly.
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Figure 7: The seed construction corresponding to a simulated tile τ0 with respective +y,−x,−y,+x side
glues α,−β,−γ, δ such that α is not strength 2 in S.(a) The label tile τβ binds to the center tile τcenter,−β .
(b) The decider tile ττ0,(−β∗,ε) binds to τβ and initiates signals for the remaining inactive sides of the center
tile, in accord with the γ, δ glues on the simulated tile τ0. (c) The decider-identity tile τ(τ0,−β∗,ε) attaches
to the decider tile and sends a signal to activate the α label on the +y side of the decider tile. (d) The label
tiles τγ , τδ are attach to the center tile, completing the simulating seed assembly.
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set T of all simulated tiles,
f
(
ττ0,(a,b)
)
= τ0
f
(
τ(τ0,a∗,b)
)
= τ0,
which is a “natural” correspondence, given the construction of the identity and decider-identity tiles.
We also define an equivalence relation on the set of all assemblies in SA, the active system, as follows:
β1 ∼ β2 if and only if f (β1 (2i, 2j)) = f (β2 (2i, 2j)) ∀i, j ∈ Z.
Call this set of equivalence classes Tˆ ∞A .
Now, denote by T ∞ the set of all assemblies producible in S. Consider the function
ϕ : Tˆ ∞A → T ∞
such that [β] 7→ α iff f(β(2i, 2j)) = α(i, j) for all i, j ∈ Z. Extend the action of ϕ to an assembly sequence
~β = (β0, . . . , βn) in SA so that ϕ(~β) is defined as the ordered list of ϕ([β0]), . . . , ϕ([βn]) with duplicates
removed. We can now state the first main result of this section.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ~α = (α0, . . . , αn) be an assembly sequence in the simulated TAS S. Then there
exists an assembly sequence ~β in the active TAS SA such that ϕ(~β) = ~α.
Proof. We have already shown how to construct the seed β0 corresponding to α0. Assume the result holds
for all S assembly sequences of length n − 1, n ≥ 1, and consider ~α is as given above. Then there is
an assembly sequence (β0, . . . , βm) in SA such that ϕ ((β0, . . . , βm)) = (α0, . . . , αn−1). Since αn must
follow from αn−1 by the attachment of a single tile, we show how to extend (β0, . . . , βm) to ~β as desired
depending on whether the simulated attachment occurs via a strength 2 glue or via the collaboration of two
strength 1 glues. Suppose the simulated attachment consists of the tile τ1 being placed at coordinates (i, j).
In fact, the simulation of the attachment of a tile to an existing assembly in S via a strength 2 glue follows
the same pattern as the construction of the seed: starting with the label or decider tile corresponding to the
strength 2 glue in question (which, by assumption, is already present in the simulating assembly βm) we
can extend βm with tiles leading to the placement of a corresponding identity or decider-identity tile at the
appropriate even coordinates (as in Figure6(b) or Figure 7(c)). The only significant difference from the seed
case is in the possible presence of a vertical label tile at coordinates (2i + 1, 2j) if the simulated assembly
αn−1 contains a tile at coordinates (i, j+1) (the presence of label tiles elsewhere would not impact this part
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of the construction). If this happens, note that all vertical label tiles are equipped with glues corresponding
to all possible identity tiles in the simulating set, which means once the center tile attaches to the label or
decider tile representing the strength 2 glue in question, the signal for τ1 will be passed on to the existing
vertical label tile and the identity tile for τ1 corresponding to the strength 2 glue will be able to attach to the
−x side of that vertical label tile, at which point we obtain an assembly sequence that fits the requirements
for ~β. However, to keep consistent with the seed construction, we can take as ~β the assembly sequence
extended by attaching corresponding label tiles to center tiles wherever possible.
On the other hand, if τ1 is placed at coordinates (i, j) as the result of the collaboration of two strength
1 glues, there are two subcases to consider. Suppose αn−1 does not have a tile at coordinates (i, j + 1).
Without loss of generality, assume the collaborating glues are β and γ, belonging to tiles at (i − 1, j) and
(i, j − 1), respectively (the other possible combinations of collaborating glues are completely analogous).
By assumption, βm (the last assembly in the simulating assembly sequence that corresponds to αn−1 via
ϕ) contains either identity or decider-identity tiles at (2(i − 1), 2j) and (2i, 2(j − 1)) corresponding to
the simulated tiles at (i − 1, j) and (i, j − 1). Since center tiles in the simulating set can only have glues
activated by signals from identity or decider tiles, it must be the case that the simulating locations (2i, 2j−1)
and (2i + 1, 2j − 2) must either be available to or already occupied by label tiles τβ and τγ , respectively.
Thus, we can assume that βm already has τβ and τγ (or the decider tile equivalent of τγ) in place. Refer
to Figure 8. First, a center tile is necessary to facilitate the signal transmission among the tiles. Without
loss of generality (since all center tiles have equivalent signal wiring), choose tile τcenter,−β , as shown in (a).
The signal (−γ∗,−β) can now be transmitted as shown in (b) to activate the corresponding +y label on
the center tile. This, in turn, allows the decider tile ττ1,(−γ∗,−β) to attach as shown in (c) and (d). Once the
decider tile is in place, the decider-identity tile τ(τ1,−γ∗,−β) can come in, as shown in Figure 9(e) and (f).
As before, this meets the requirements for ~β, but we can choose to add the missing label tiles to obtain a
structure as in Figure 9(g).
The final case is simpler. Suppose αn−1 does have a tile at coordinates (i, j + 1). Without loss of
generality, assume the collaborating glues are −β and −γ, belonging to tiles at (i + 1, j) and (i, j + 1),
respectively. As before, assume that βm already has τβ and τγ in place, as shown in Figure 10(a). We
place a center tile as in (b), which allows the signal (β, γ) to pass through to the tile τγ and activate the
corresponding glue on the −x side. This allows the attachment of the identity tile ττ1,(β,γ), and yields the
required ~β (which can be modified with addition of glue label tiles as in Figure 11).
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Figure 8: Simulation of collaborative attachment of a tile τ1 via strength 1 labels β and γ using a decider tile.
(a) The simulating β, γ glues allow the attachment of τcenter,−β or τcenter,−γ , we choose τcenter,−β . (b) The
(−γ∗,−β) signal is able to travel along the path indicated in red. (c) The decider tile ττ1,(−γ∗,−β) is able to
attach. (d) The δ′ signal is transmitted to the center tile along the path indicated in blue.
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Figure 9: Continued from Figure 8. (e) Decider-identity tile τ(τ1,−γ∗,−β) is able to attach. (f) The signal to
activate the α label on the decider tile is transmitted. (g) The attachment of τδ completes the τ1 attachment
simulation. The pathways in grey on the decider tile and τδ are absent if α or δ, respectively, is a strength 2
label in the simulated system, as opposed to strength 1.
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Figure 10: Simulation of collaborative attachment of a tile τ1 via strength 1 labels β and γ using an identity
tile. (a) The simulating −β′,−γ′ glues allow the attachment of τcenter,β or τcenter,γ , we choose τcenter,γ . (b)
The (β, γ) signal is able to travel along the path indicated in red. (c) The identity tile ττ1,(β,γ) is able to
attach.
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Figure 11: Continued from Figure 10. (d) The α and δ signals are transmitted to the center tile along the
path indicated in blue. (e) The attachment of τα and τδ can now complete the τ1 attachment simulation. The
pathways in grey on the τα and τδ are absent if α or δ, respectively, is a strength 2 label in the simulated
system, as opposed to strength 1.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ~β = (β0, . . . , βn) be an assembly sequence of assemblies in the active TAS Sa. Then
ϕ(~β) is an assembly sequence in the simulated TAS S.
Proof. By construction of the simulating seed assembly, ϕ([β0]) = α0. Suppose this result holds true for
all assembly sequences of length less than or equal to n − 1, n ≥ 1. Let ~β′ = (β0, . . . , βn−1) be an
assembly sequence in SA and ϕ(~β′) = (α0, . . . , αm) be the corresponding assembly sequence in S. Let ~β =
(β0, . . . , βn) be an extension of ~β′. In general, if an assembly βn is obtained from from an assembly βn−1
by the addition of any tile other than an identity tile or a decider-identity tile, then ϕ([βn]) = ϕ([βn−1]),
since, by the previous lemma, the even coordinates can only be occupied by identity tiles or decider-identity
tiles and since ϕ depends only on the contents of the even coordinates of the assemblies.
Suppose βn is obtained from βn−1 by the addition of a decider-identity tile τ(τ1,a∗,b) to the assembly at
coordinates (2i, 2j). We have that f
(
τ(τ1,a∗,b)
)
= τ1. We want to show that (α0, . . . , αm, ϕ ([βn])) is an
assembly sequence in S, which is equivalent to showing that the addition of τ1 to αm at the coordinate (i, j)
is stable. Since each decider-identity tile can only attach to a uniquely matched decider tile, we conclude
that βn−1 contains the tile ττ1,(a∗,b) at coordinates (i+ 1, j). Since ττ1,(a∗,b) can only attach to an active glue
(a∗, b) on a center tile, it follows that βn−1 also contains a center tile at coordinates (i + 1, j − 1) with an
active +y glue labeled (a∗, b). Moreover, since this glue is not initially active on any center tile, the center
tile in question must have received a signal for (a∗, b) from an adjacent tile.
If b = ε, then a is a strength 2 glue label in the simulated system S and the tile sending the signal is either
a label tile τa or a decider tile for some simulated tile τ2 with +y label a. In the latter case, the decider tile
for the simulated tile τ2 must be attached to a decider-identity tile for τ2 at coordinates (2i, 2j−2), implying
that τ2 was the tile at coordinates (i, j − 1) in the simulated system and that the strength 2 attachment of τ1
via glue label a is stable, as required. In the former case, τa must be attached to another center tile. Note
that center tiles must attach to label or decider tiles that are already in place, and label and decider tiles must
attach to center tiles that are already in place. Since the center tile to which τa attached must have been in
place earlier, the glue to which τa attached must have been activated by a signal (since center tiles begin with
only one active glue) that could only be initiated by an identifier or a decider tile at (2i+2, 2j), (2i, 2j−2),
or 2i−2, 2j, which by hypothesis corresponds to some simulated tile τ2 at (i+ 1, j), (i, j−1), or (i−1, j),
respectively, which would allow τ1 to bind stably via the label a glue.
If b 6= ε, then a and b are strength 1 glue labels in the simulated system S, and the signal for (a∗, b) was
initiated by either a label tile τa or a decider tile for some simulated tile τ2 with +y label a. In order to get
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to the vertical label tile, the signal must have also been directed by the center tile at (2i+ 1, 2j − 1) to pass
through a label tile τb or a decider tile for some simulated tile τ3 with +y label b. By the same reasoning as
before, those label tiles and decider tiles could not have been in place without the corresponding identity or
decider-identity tiles present in the βn−1 assembly, from which we can conclude that αm contained tiles at
two of the (i+ 1, j), (i, j − 1), (i− 1, j) coordinates such that the tile τ1 could bind to those tiles via the a
and b labeled glues.
Suppose, on the other hand, that βn is obtained from βn−1 by the addition of an identity tile ττ1,(a,b) to the
assembly at coordinates (2i, 2j). Since an identity tile can only attach via its +x side and only to a vertical
label tile, it follows that the −x side of the vertical label tile was activated with a signal for the (a, b) label.
Since this signal must have been initiated by a label or a decider tile already existing in the assembly, the
discussion is entirely analogous to the case of the decider-identity tile. We can conclude that αm contained
tiles at two of the (i + 1, j), (i, j − 1), (i − 1, j), (i, j + 1) coordinates such that the tile τ1 could bind to
those tiles via the strength 2 a glue or the strength 1 a and b labeled glues.
2.2 Simulating 1D Cellular Automata with Active aTAM at Temperature 1
We now show how to construct a temperature 1 active tile assembly system that generates the time history
of a 1D cellular automaton row by row. The results contained in this section are adapted with permission
from the International Journal of Foundations of Computer Science and were originally published in [19].
A one-dimensional cellular automaton (1D CA) with radius 1 is a pair A = (V, `) where V = {1, . . . , n}
is the set of states (the alphabet) and ` : V3 → V is the local function. The global function of A is the
function GA : VZ → VZ defined with GA(ξ)i = `(ξi−1, ξi, ξi+1). Each element ξ ∈ VZ is a biinfinite
sequence of symbols and is called a configuration. And GuA(ξ) denotes the u’th iteration of GA on ξ:
G0A(ξ) = ξ and G
i+1
A (ξ) = GA(G
i
A(ξ)). A state s is said to be a quiescent state if `(s, s, s) = s. We
reserve the symbol n ∈ V to denote this state, i.e., `(n, n, n) = n. A configuration ξ is said to be finite if
all but finite number of states in ξ are n. Clearly, if ξ is finite, then GA(ξ) is finite as well. In the physical
representation of finite configurations, we assume that only finite number of tiles identifying the symbols
that include all finite non-quiesent states are present.
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2.2.1 Active Tile Set for the Simulation
Given a 1D cellular automaton A with radius 1, a set of states V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and a local function
(i, j, k) 7→ j′, we present an active tile assembly system which simulates A on any input. There are two
general types of tiles in the required set: a set of tiles that generate input rows of A denoted with TI and a set
of tiles that simulate the computation of GA generating the time history of A for some input row, denoted
with TC . We begin with the definition of TC first.
Let −V = {−i : i ∈ V}. We shall use V to encode state symbols in even positions and −V to encode
state symbols in odd positions in a given time step row of the cellular automaton.
Define the following set of labels:
L = {±(i, j, k) : i, k ∈ V, j ∈ V ∪ −V}.
We define TC as the set of active tiles {τ(i,j,k) | (i, j, k) ∈ V × (V ∪ −V) × V}. We associate a state
symbol of A with each tile in odd/even position in a row of tiles encoding a configuration via a function
ψ : TC → V ∪−V:
ψ
(
τ(i,j,k)
)
=
 `(i, j, k) if j ∈ V−`(i,−j, k) if j ∈ −V .
Observe that |ψ| provides a correspondence between active tiles and the state symbols of A. Effectively,
τ(i,j,k) is the tile computed from a tile corresponding to the state j with tiles corresponding to states i and k
as its left and right neighbors, respectively. If the tile corresponding to state j is in the odd position, then the
tile computed from it will also be in the odd position; the same is true for the even case.
Define τ(i,j,k) = τ = (t,A,S) where t = (t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x) (see Fig. 12(a)) as follows:
t+y = ({−(i, j, k)} , ∅)
t+x = (∅, ∅)
t−y = (∅, {(p, ψ (τ) , q) : p, q ∈ V})
t−x = (∅, ∅)
A = {(p, ψ(τ), q)−y−x : p, q ∈ V}
S = {(p, ψ(τ), q)−x+x : p, q ∈ V}
∪ {(p, q, |ψ(τ)|)−x0 : p ∈ V and if ψ(τ) ∈ V then q ∈ −V }
∪ {(|ψ(τ)|, p, q)+x+x : q ∈ V and if ψ(τ) ∈ V then p ∈ −V }
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Figure 12: A computational tile τ(i,j,k) (left) and an even position initial row tile τi (right) for a cellular
automaton A. Note that by definition, the q in the initiation signals and the p in the looping pathways will
be of the even type if ψ(τ) is odd, and of the odd type if ψ(τ) is even, in contrast to the transmission and
activation pathways, which keeps track of the parity of the tile position. The # symbol indicates that there
are multiple (in fact, n2) pathways/labels of the corresponding type.
where V ∈ {V,−V}. Refer to Figure 12 for a graphic representation of these tiles.
Observe that the computational tiles have only a single active label in direction +y, and a set of inactive
labels on the opposite side −y. There are no labels in direction ±x. The active label encodes the identity
of the tile and its position (odd or even) via ψ. The inactive labels are activated as a function of the tile’s
immediate neighbors: the unique label that is eventually activated encodes the identity of the next tile
corresponding to the next symbol in the time step sequence. Since the computation tiles cannot form any
bonds except as successors to previous tiles, the computation tiles alone cannot form any tile assemblies
of more than one tile. Thus, we have the following additional active tiles to generate the first row of the
computation sequence encoding the initial configuration.
For each i ∈ V , let τi = (t,A,S) where t = (t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x), the initial row tile in the even position
(shown in Figure 12(b)), be as follows:
t+y = (∅, ∅)
t+x = ({g2} , ∅)
t−y = (∅, {(p, i, q) : p, q ∈ V})
t−x = ({−g1} , ∅)
A = {(p, i, q)−y−x : p, q ∈ V}
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S = {(p, i, q)−x+x : p, q ∈ V}
∪ {(p, q, i)−x0 : p ∈ V, q ∈ −V}
∪ {(i, p, q)+x+x : q ∈ V, p ∈ −V} ;
and let τ−i = (t,A,S) where t = (t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x), the initial row tile in the odd position, be:
t+y = (∅, ∅)
t+x = ({g1} , ∅)
t−y = (∅, {(p,−i, q) : p, q ∈ V})
t−x = ({−g2} , ∅)
A = {(p,−i, q)−y−x : p, q ∈ V}
S = {(p,−i, q)−x+x : p, q ∈ V}
∪ {(p, q, i)−x0 : p, q ∈ V}
∪ {(i, p, q)+x+x : p, q ∈ V} .
Observe that these initial row tiles will generate all possible input sequences for the cellular automaton.
If a specific input sequence is desired, the glue labels g1, g2 and their complements on the t±x sides of the
initial row tiles can be changed to a sequence of labels (say a1, . . . , an−1 for an input of size n), alternating
odd and even tiles and keeping the g1 or g2 labels only on the leftmost and rightmost tile sides.
We also define the following “blank” symbols (we let n represent the blank state of A as opposed to 0 in
order to avoid confusion with our use of ± signs to denote even/odd position):
• the right end point tile τr as τn with t+x = ({g4} , ∅)
• the left end point tile τl as τn with t−x = ({−g3} , ∅)
• the even blank tile τ+ as τn with t+x = ({g4} , ∅) and t−x = ({−g3} , ∅)
• the odd blank tile τ− as τ−n with t+x = ({g3} , ∅) and t−x = ({−g4} , ∅).
Observe that by design both end point tiles occur in even positions. Once the end point tiles bind, only
the odd and even blank tiles can continue to extend the initial row.
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The function ψ is extended to all initial row tiles with:
ψ(τi) = i for i ∈ V ∪ −V
ψ(τr) = ψ(τl) = ψ(τ+) = n
ψ(τ−) = −n,
providing a direct correspondence between the initial configuration tiles and the symbols of A.
Note that the only difference between the non-blank type initial row tiles and the computational tiles is
the existence of active labels in directions±x. These labels allow any odd initial row tile to bind to any even
initial row tile to form an arbitrary input sequence. The fact that the “identity” of each initial row tile is not
computed from any previous tiles, implies that ψ is not needed to determine the signals in the −y direction.
Let TI = {τi : i ∈ V ∪ −V ∪ {r, l,+,−}} be the set of all initial row tiles.
Then taking Σ = L∪{±g1,±g2,±g3,±g4} to be the set of labels and the seed tile set to be T0 = TC∪TI ,
we define the active tile assembly system corresponding to the 1D CA A to be (T0, α0, 1)A with strength
s = 1 for every pair of complementary labels and α0 consisting of the input tile τn placed at (0, 0) (allowing
the generation of arbitrary input). We denote the corresponding set of all assemblies of this system with TA.
For an automaton over n symbols, there are 2n3 computational tiles and 2n + 4 initial row tiles, with
2n3 + 4 pairs of complementary labels for the entire system. Each tile contains n2 activation signals and
3n2 transmission signals (n2 of three different types). The initial configuration tiles only have active labels
on their ±x sides, thus each of these must acquire a neighbor on the left and on the right before a label
on the −y side is activated. The −y side of each active tile in the system contains n2 inactive labels, only
one of which can ever be activated. Before presenting the main result of the section, we give the following
example of the above construction.
EXAMPLE 2.2.1. Consider the cellular automaton known as Rule 90. Its local function maps the eight
possible combinations 111, 110, 101, 100, 011, 010, 001, 000 to 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0 respectively. For the pur-
pose of constructing the corresponding active tile assembly system, we replace the symbol 0 with 2, so that
V = {1, 2}. The complete tile set consists of 16 computational tile (8 per parity), 4 initial symbol tiles (2
per parity), and 4 initial blank tiles (2 per parity), making the total of 24 tiles (modulo rotation). In this ex-
ample, we consider only the tiles that participate in constructing a time history slice beginning with 00101
in the initial row. Refer to Figures 13-14. In (a), we see the 5 tiles τ−, τl, τ−1, τ2, τ−1 which encode the
input 00101, treating the 0’s on the left as endpoint “empty” symbols and treating the 1’s as being in odd
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positions. This is an arbitrarily chosen option among several different but equivalent ways of encoding the
given input (e.g., τ2, τ−2,τ1,τ−2,τ1).
Observe that for any 4 initiation signals sent by a given tile to its left neighbor, the neighbor is capable
of transmitting exactly two. This is because the signals initiated by a tile encode the cellular automaton
symbol corresponding to that tile in the third coordinate of the signal label, while the receiving tile encodes
its own identity - the symbol and the odd or even position, in the middle coordinate of the receiving signal
label (the pathway from +x to −x). Note that the signals that loop from +x to +x are not compatible
with the adjacent initiation signals because their middle coordinates, by design, cannot match (in fact, this
is the reason we want to differentiate even and odd positions in the first place). After traveling through
the second tile, only one of the two signals can pass through loop +x to +x pathway in the third tile, the
one with that tile’s symbol identity encoded in its label’s first coordinate. In this way, each initiated signal
is successively filtered to obtain just one activation signal that identifies a tile and its two neighbors. The
process is continued with computational tiles in (b) and (c). Observe that the initial row tiles can only bind
to each other on the left and on the right, while the computational tiles bind to each other on the top and
bottom, thus, none of the computational tiles in a given row are bound to each other. 
2.2.2 Simulation
For the propositions below we let A = (V, `) be a 1D CA with radius 1 and (T0, α0, 1)A its corresponding
active tile assembly system (once again, we omit the strength function from the explicit description since
each glue label is assigned strength 1).
Before proceeding, we note that any finite configuration ξ of a 1D CA is equivalent (via a shift) to a
configuration ξ′ such that ξ′0 = 0. We also note that since the input tiles assemble along a horizontal line
with the y-coordinate 0 and the computational tiles are attached below the input line, the y-coordinates of
subsequent computational tiles are negative.
PROPOSITION 2.3. For every finite configuration ξ such that ξ0 = 0 and every u ≥ 0 and v ∈ Z there is an
assembly α ∈ TA such that |ψ(α(v,−u))| = GuA(ξ)v.
Proof. The proof follows directly from the construction of (T0, α0, 1)A and the definition of ψ. Given a finite
configuration ξ = ξ0 · · · ξm there is an assembly α such that α(i, 0) = τξi if i is even, and α(i, 0) = τ−ξi if
i is odd for i = 0, . . . ,m. Hence, |ψ(α(0, 0))| · · · |ψ(α(m, 0))| = ξ. Inductively, suppose |ψ(α(v,−j))| =
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Figure 13: An example tile assembly for Rule 90 on input slice 00101. The grey tiles correspond to 1 and
the white tiles to 0. Multiple pathways in the same direction are represented by one arrow: the number
sequences next to the pathway arrows indicate the pathway types present (e.g., 121 next to an arrow from
right to left represents (1, 2, 1)−x+x); the activation pathways indicated may be assumed to correspond exactly
to the inactive labels present on the −y sides. (a) The initial row assembly τ−τlτ−1τ2τ−1, encoding 0 in the
odd position, 0 in the even position, 1 in the odd position, even 0 and an odd 1. (b) The completed signal
transmission in the initial row results in 3 activated labels and 3 corresponding bindings of the computational
tiles τ(2,2,1), τ(2,−1,2), and τ(1,2,1), which encode 1, 0, and 0 respectively.
GjA(ξ)v for all j < u. Then for each v, in α(v,−u+1) the only label that can be activated is in direction−y
and its activation is possible only if both neighbors α(v− 1,−u+ 1) and α(v+ 1,−u+ 1) are present. The
tile modification function applies such that all signals of the form (p, q, s), where s = |ψ(α(v+1,−u+1))|
(p, q ∈ V) are initiated from tile α(v+1,−u+1), but only signals whose middle element is ψ(α(v,−u+1))
can be transmitted, so only signals of form (p, ψ(α(v,−u + 1)), |ψ(α(v + 1,−u + 1))|) are transmitted
to tile α(v − 1,−u + 1). Now in tile α(v − 1,−u + 1) the signals that can be further transmitted are
either those that lead towards tile α(v − 2,−u + 1) or those that loop back to tile α(v,−u + 1). In the
former case, all signals have the middle element ψ(α(v − 1,−u + 1)) which is a different parity than
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Figure 14: Continued from Figure 13 (c) Completed signal transmission in the second row activates the
+(1,−2, 2) label and allows tile τ(1,−2,2), which encodes 1, to attach.
ψ(α(v,−u + 1)) which is the middle element of the signal coming from its right neighbor. Hence the
only signal transmission at that moment can be obtained through the one looping back to α(v,−u + 1)
which requires that the first element in its triple be |ψ(α(v − 1,−u + 1))| thereby activating the label
(|ψ(α(v − 1,−u + 1))|, ψ(α(v,−u + 1)), |ψ(α(v + 1,−u + 1))|) = (i, j, k) of tile α(v,−u + 1) in
direction−y. The only tile with a complementary side−(i, j, k) is the tile τ(i,j,k), hence α(v,−u) = τ(i,j,k)
with |ψ(α(v, u))| = `(i, j, k) = `(|ψ(α(v − 1,−u + 1))|, |ψ(α(v,−u + 1))|, |ψ(α(v + 1,−u + 1))|) =
`(Gu−1A (ξ)v−1, G
u−1
A (ξ)v, G
u−1
A (ξ)v+1)) = G
u
A(ξ)v.
We observe that the converse of the above proposition holds as well.
PROPOSITION 2.4. For every finite assembly α ∈ TA whose leftmost tile has the x-coordinate−a and whose
rightmost tile has the x-coordinate b,
• the top row of α, ξ = |ψ(α(−a, 0))| · · · |ψ(α(b, 0))| is a finite configuration of A
• for each (v, u) in the domain of α, |ψ(α(v, u))| = G−uA (ξ)v.
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Proof. For each (v, u) in the domain of α, u ≤ 0. Suppose α ∈ TA consists of tiles that form one row.
By the design of (T0, α0, 1)A, the only tiles that have complementary active labels in T0 are the tiles in TI .
Thus, a single row assembly must contain a sequence of initial tiles τi and τ−i possibly preceded or followed
by blank tiles. The function ψ maps such a sequence into a finite configuration, which can be taken as an
initial configuration. Now suppose α is an assembly with multiple rows. Since the initial pairing of tiles
must form an assembly that forms a single row, α must contain a row that consists of tiles in TI . Call this
row the initial row of α. Since tiles in the initial row bind only in direction ±x and have neither active nor
inactive labels in direction +y, any row attached to the initial row must be in the direction −y. However,
the only tiles that have an active label in direction ±y are the tiles in TC and therefore, any row of α besides
the initial row must consist of tiles in TC . Then ξ = |ψ(α(−a, 0))| · · · |ψ(α(b, 0))| is a finite configuration
of A. Similarly as in proof of Proposition 2.3 one can observe that the only possible binding of tiles to
the initial row of tiles is obtained in direction −y by rows of computational tiles that map precisely to the
time evolution of the computation of the cellular automaton A. Hence, for each (v, u) in the domain of α,
|ψ(α(v, u))| = G−uA (ξ)v.
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Chapter 3
Deactivation and Dynamic Simulations
We now extend the Active aTAM to accommodate deactivation and tile detachment, which allows the cre-
ation of dynamic tile assembly systems that can reuse space, and, potentially, actual tiles while carrying out
a computation. The physical scheme for binding site deactivation and tile detachment is shown in Figure 15.
The strand displacement mechanism mirrors the activation case shown in Figure 2.
Figure 15: Strand displacement mechanism for binding site deactivation and tile detachment.
As mentioned in the introduction, the Active aTAM has many similarities to the STAM (if reformulated
for aTAM type assembly). To review, the Active aTAM/2HAM envisions the signaling strand displacement
mechanism superimposed onto a DNA tile such that the signal strands can interact with but are distinct
from the sticky ends of each tile, while the STAM incorporates the signaling mechanism directly into the
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structure of each DNA tile such that the sticky ends on one side of the tile are connected directly to the sticky
ends on another edge of the tile. Thus, the Active aTAM/2HAM has signal pathways specific to each glue
label, and these pathways are then added to a “standard” aTAM/2HAM tile (except that glues in the Active
aTAM/2HAM can additionally have one of two states: active and inactive). In the STAM, each glue can
have one of three states (“on,” “latent,” and “off”), and each tile contains its own function that determines
the result of the interaction of every one of its glues with every other glue in the system (the result of every
such interaction is defined as a subset of the glues on the tile changing their states from “on” or ”latent” to
“off” and from “latent” to “on”). Moreover, the STAM also allows tile labels (or markers) to be modified as
the result of tile interaction, so that the tiles themselves can change identities.
In terms of signal transmission, the key difference is that in the Active aTAM/2HAM, signal strands are
connected to matching signal strands and matching glues, and are considered to be of negligible strength in
terms of binding two tiles together; whereas in the STAM, any glue can have the dual function of serving as
a signal for any other glues on a given tile. There is also a difference concerning update synchronization:
in the Active aTAM/2HAM, multiple tiles can be updated simultaneously, while in the STAM, at each time
step a single tile and a signal pending on that tile are chosen at random to be processed. When we consider
the two models without deactivation, the Active aTAM/2HAM is essentially a restriction of the respective
version of STAM that requires signal transmission to be uniform across all tiles, assigns a strength of 0 to
any signal initiating glue pairing, and does not allow any modification of the tile markers (i.e., tile identities
are preserved throughout the assembly).
The incorporation of deactivation is even more fundamentally different between the models. The most
obvious difference is the fact that STAM does not allow reactivation once a glue has been deactivated
(changed to the “off” state), whereas the Active aTAM/2HAM allows any glues to be activated or deactivated
any number of times. Consequently, in the STAM, signal “pathways” are not reusable (since they consist
of glues and glues once turned off cannot be turned on again) and information along those “pathways” can
only travel one way: the signal once transmitted from the source is not affected by the source. In the Active
aTAM/2HAM, on the other hand, signal pathways can be reset and reused: if the source of the signal is lost
before the signal has reached a target glue, the pathways are reset and the signal may or may not reach and
activate or deactivate the target glue. In fact, in the Active aTAM/2HAM we envision two kinds of signal
pathways: the transmission pathways are less “permanent” than the activation/deactivation pathways. If
the signal transmission chain is broken, the transmission pathways that are not connected to the source reset
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themselves. On the other hand, activation/deactivation pathways transmit the signal to the tile glue in a more
stable way, so that if the source was lost after the activation/deactivation took place, the affected glue stays
activated/deactivated; however, the activation and deactivation pathways can still be reset by deactivation
and activation signals, respectively (i.e., if a glue receives an activation/deactivation signal after a prior
deactivation/activation signal, the glue is activated/deactivated and the deactivation/activation pathway is
reset).
In [32], the STAM is used to dynamically simulate a Turing Machine (implementing the idea of reusable
space). In that simulation, a single cell is updated per computational step of the Turing Machine. The two
constructions presented in this chapter for simulating 1D and 2D cellular automata require the update of all
non-quiescent cells per computational step of a cellular automaton. Before continuing, we give the requisite
definitions.
3.1 Active aTAM with Deactivation
Refer to Fig 16. An active tile is defined as before: τ = (t,A,S) where t is a tile without signaling,
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Figure 16: Single tile example.
a unit square whose sides are denoted by t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x. Each side of the tile is of the form (A, I),
consisting of sets of active and inactive glue labels: A, I ⊂ Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ−, a finite set of labels and
complements marked with + and − respectively. S ⊂ Σˆ is the transmission signal pathway set. To
accommodate deactivation, the set A ⊂ Σˆ now becomes the activation/deactivation signal pathway set
and Σˆ =
{
(c, state)ji : c ∈ Σ+; j ∈ D, i ∈ D ∪ {0}, state = 0, 1
}
is the set of all signal pathways, where
D = {+y,+x,−x,−y} is the set of directions. Here, (c, state)ji indicates that a signal for label c can be
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transmitted from direction i to direction j; and i = 0 denotes the initiation of a signal for label c in direction
j. Signals with state = 1 are activation signals and signals with state = 0 are deactivation signals. The
definitions of assembly maps and assemblies remain the same as before.
Recall that the sum of two assembly maps, α and α′, is defined as α ⊕ α′ = β if β is an assembly map
such that for each z ∈ Z2 the following two conditions hold:
1. β(z) = α(z) or β(z) = α′(z)
2. α(z) 6= ε only if α′(z) = ε,
where ε is used to mean that no tile is assigned by the assembly map to that location.
For an assembly map α, consider the set of all partitions of the set of unit tile maps whose combined
sum is α. Call a partition P(α) θ-stable if for every set in P(α), the sum of its unit tile maps is θ-stable1.
Define a partial order on the θ-stable partitions of α as follows: P1(α) ≥ P2(α) if |P1(α)| ≤ |P2(α)| and
every set in P2(α) is a subset of a set in P1(α). Under this partial order, the set of all θ-stable partitions
of α will contain a unique maximal element, which we call the maximal stable partition of α and denote
with Iα. The uniqueness follows from the fact that if α1, α2 are stable and dom α1∩ dom α2 6= ∅, then
α1 ⊕
(
α2|(domα2)\(dom α1∩dom α2)
)
is stable. Intuitively, Iα is the set of largest stable components forming
α. In particular, when α is itself an assembly we have Iα = {α}.
The tile modification function (TMF) is adjusted for deactivation in the manner described below. See
Fig. 17.
A tile modification function f is defined as follows. Let α be a tile assembly and denote α(z) by αz . For
z ∈ Z2 and αz = τ = (t,A,S), let τ+y = αz+(0,1), τ+x = αz+(1,0), τ−y = αz+(0,−1), τ−x = αz+(−1,0)
define the neighbors of τ on the respective sides. If τd is not defined for some d ∈ D write τd = ε, otherwise
write τd = (td,Ad,Sd)d.
Let T denote the set of all possible active tiles N = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1), (1, 0), (−1, 0)}. A function
f : T 5 → T is a tile modification function if f(αz+N ) = f(τ, τ+y, τ+x, τ−y, τ−x) = α′z = (t′,A′,S ′)
transforms the active tile τ = αz into another active tile α′z with the following rules, one modifying
the active glues on τ ’s sides and the other modifying the set of transmission signal pathways. Let t =
(t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x) and t′ = (t′+y, t′+x, t′−y, t′−x).
1An assembly map is θ-stable if the sum of the strengths of the bonds (recall that a bond is said to be formed between comple-
mentary glues on abutting tile sides) that would need to be broken in order to partition the assembly map into two or more parts is
at least θ.
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Figure 17: Example of the TMF acting on a tile assembly. Consider strength 1 glues and temperature 1
assembly. (a) Input assembly. (b) Single step transmission of two activation signals labeled a and b from τ1
to τ2 and a deactivation signal labeled c from τ2 to τ1. Transmission carried out by the addition of initiation
signals (indicated by short black square arrows) to the corresponding tiles. (c) In τ2, deactivation of the −c
glue takes place on the +x side. In τ3, activation of −a glue occurs on the +x side and a signal labeled b
is received. Note that this transition from (b) to (c) yields an unstable assembly map for temperature 1. (d)
The two stable assemblies corresponding to the maximal stable partition of the assembly map in (c). (e) The
TMF acts separately on the two assemblies in (d): the assembly consisting of τ1 and τ2 is unchanged; in the
τ3 assembly, a break in the activation chain for b is detected and the corresponding transmission pathway
returns into its original passive state (initiation signal is removed).
Tile Side Modification. Let i ∈ D and ti = (A, I). Then we define t′i = ((A \D) ∪ C, (I \ C) ∪D) ,
where C consists of inactive labels that become active, andD is the set of active labels that become inactive.
Specifically,
C =
{
c ∈ I : ∃ (|c|, 1)id ∈ A, (|c|, 1)−d0 ∈ Sd for some d ∈ D
and @d′ ∈ D s.t. ∃ (|c|, 0)id′ ∈ A, (|c|, 0)−d
′
0 ∈ Sd
′
}
,
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D =
{
c ∈ A : ∃ (|c|, 0)id ∈ A, (|c|, 0)−d0 ∈ Sd for some d ∈ D
and @d′ ∈ D s.t. ∃ (|c|, 1)id′ ∈ A, (|c|, 1)−d
′
0 ∈ Sd
′
}
.
Informally, if the tile side contains an inactive glue labeled c with a corresponding activation signal
pathway, and an adjacent tile contains a corresponding initiation signal, then the glue labeled c becomes
active (first line of C), unless there is a deactivation signal being sent for the same label at the same time, in
which case the state of the label does not change (second line of C). If the tile side contains an active glue
labeled c with a corresponding deactivation signal pathway, and an adjacent tile contains a corresponding
deactivation initiation signal, then the glue labeled c becomes inactive (first line of D), unless there is an
activation signal being sent by a neighboring tile for the same label at the same time, in which case the state
of the label does not change (second line ofD). Thus, glues are activated or deactivated when the appropriate
activation or deactivation signal is present on a neighboring tile. In the case that both a deactivation signal
and an activation signal for the same glue are present simultaneously on one or more of the neighboring
tiles, no action is taken by the TMF.
Transmission Signal Pathway Modification. For i, j ∈ D and state = 0, 1, the new set of transmission
signal pathways in t′ becomes S ′ = (S ∪ Sadded) \ Sremoved, where
Sadded =
{
(c, state)j0 : ∃d ∈ D with (c, state)jd ∈ S and (c, state)−d0 ∈ Sd
}
,
Sremoved =
{
(c, state)j0 : ∃i ∈ D such that (c, state)ji ∈ S but
@d ∈ D with (c, state)jd ∈ S and (c, state)−d0 ∈ Sd
}
.
Informally, a tile receiving a signal is equivalent to it acquiring a corresponding initiation signal via Sadded.
In the case of t being a part of a subassembly of larger assembly that broke apart, an initiation chain could
be broken. A broken chain is detected if a tile has both an initiation and a transmission signal pathway of
the same kind but none of its neighbors have a corresponding initiation signal; in that case, the “broken”
initiation signal is removed (see right-hand assembly in Fig. 17 d,e)).
We extend f to an assembly map α : Z2 → T in a specified Active TAS by applying f simultane-
ously to an arbitrary subset of tiles in α to obtain a maximal θ-stable partition: f(α) = Iα′ where α′z =
f(αz+N ) ∀z ∈ Z2. If α is an assembly, i.e., θ-stable, and f(α) = {α} then we say that α is a completed
assembly. We say that a completed assembly α is a completion of the assembly map β if there is a sequence
β = α0, α1, . . . , αk = α such that for each i ≥ 1, αi+1 ∈ f(αi).
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Given an Active TAS (T , α0, s, θ), where α0 consists of a single tile positioned at (0, 0), a producible
assembly sequence is a sequence ~α = (α0, α1, . . .) such that for every i ≥ 1, αi+1 is either an assembly
obtained from αi by the attachment of a single tile or αi+1 ∈ f(αi) such that αi+1 has a nonempty (0, 0)
coordinate and αi is not a completed assembly.
Note that unlike in the model without deactivation, where only completed assemblies were allowed in
assembly sequences, this definition allows new tiles to bind to “incomplete” assemblies. This is because
activation, in contrast to deactivation, can only increase the number of potential binding sites for a tile,
and therefore any binding event possible in an “incomplete” assembly is also possible in its “completed”
counterpart, which allows us to make the simplifying assumption that all binding events occur in completed
assemblies but is not the case when deactivation is allowed. For the same reason, the TMF with deactivation
does not act synchronously on all tiles but is instead applied to an arbitrary subset of tiles in an assembly, so
that potential activations and deactivations are not predetermined by signal path length.
EXAMPLE 3.1.1. Consider assembly at temperature 1. In Figure 17, assume all glues are strength 1. Then,
if α0, the seed, consists of τ3 in (a), placed at (0, 0), and α1 is its sum with τ2 placed at (−1, 0) shown in
(a), then α2 resulting from the addition of τ1 at (−2, 0) in (a) to α1 is the tile τ3 on the right in (e) (still at
(0, 0)). Refer to the Figure 17 caption for signal transmission details. 
3.2 Dynamically Simulating 1D Cellular Automata with Active aTAM at Temperature 1
In the previous Chapter, we saw how to generate the time history of a 1D cellular automaton “row by row”
with an active tile assembly system at temperature 1. By using deactivation, it is possible to simulate the
dynamics of a cellular automaton without recording the configuration at every time step. Here, we present
a temperature 1 active tile assembly system that can simulate a 1D cellular automaton by generating a row
of “frame” tiles with computation carried out directly above and below by “computational” tiles that are
able to attach to the frame. In this simulation, a tile that represents a state of the automaton only encodes
the computational time step modulo 4. The update of the states of tiles below the frame is done by tiles
above the frame, which are then able to signal to the bottom tiles to detach and for the tiles corresponding
to the next computational step to attach in their place; the latter, in turn, are able to update the top tiles,
and the computation continues asynchronously, alternating between the top and the bottom row. The results
contained in this section are those of [21], currently accepted for publication in New Generation Computing.
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Figure 18: Experimental scheme for frame tiles. Solid arrows represent activation pathways and dashed
arrows represent deactivation pathways.
Figure 19: Schematic representation of frame tiles. Refer to Figure 16 for figure notation convention.
Different glues on the t±x sides are indicated positionally. A square inside the tile represents an inactive glue
set; each activation and deactivation arrow represents that set of signal pathways in the indicated direction.
Active t−y side glue is unique.
3.2.1 Active Tile Set for the Simulation
Let A be a 1-dimensional deterministic cellular automaton with V = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} its state set, a local
function ` : V3 → V and G` : VZ → VZ. Let ~x represent an initial configuration for A with a finite number
of non-zero states, ~x = (x0, . . . , xm), such that its left- and right-most nonzero states are contained in ~x.
The tile set T = T (A, ~x) consists of four general types of tiles: frame tiles (Fig. 19), input tiles (Fig. 20),
top computational tiles (Fig. 22), and bottom computational tiles (Fig. 21). The frame tiles contain the seed
tile and serve solely to hold the input and computational tiles in a single 1-stable assembly instance as well
as transfer signals between different time step computations on both sides of the frame. The input tiles
are used to set up a given input and to initiate the computation. The computational tiles alternate between
the two sides of the frame which we call top and bottom. Both top and bottom computational tiles further
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Figure 20: A schematic representation of the input tiles. Each signal transmission arrow represents the set
of activation transmission pathways in that direction. There is a unique active glue at the top.
Figure 21: A schematic representation of the bottom computational tiles analogous to that of the input tiles
with added deactivation sets.
Figure 22: A schematic representation of the top computational tiles analogous to that of the bottom tiles
(refer to Figure 21).
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alternate between tiles of two levels, 0 and 2 at the bottom, and 1 and 3 at the top. Although level 0 and
level 2 computational tiles can appear next to each other at the bottom of a single assembly, their cross
communication is prevented because no signal can cross between different levels. Similarly with the top
tiles of levels 1 and 3. Bottom level 0 (resp. 2) tiles send activation signals for level 1 at the top (resp. 3)
across the frame and deactivate glues for level 3 (resp. 1). Similarly, top level 1 (resp. 3) tiles send activation
signals across the frame for level 2 at the bottom (resp. 0) and deactivate labels for level 0 (resp. 3) (see
Figure 18). Neither activation nor deactivation signals can cross the frame at a given position z unless there
are three tiles (at positions z − 1, z and z + 1) present above or below. Those signals check the identity of
the three neighboring tiles and activate a glue that corresponds to the value of ` across the frame. Each input
and computational tile has a unique state of A assigned to it via a correspondence function g = g`:
g : T → V
using ` and each tile’s parameters.
We formally define tile types below. Note that in our description, we make use of two indices: z2 ∈ Z2
as the parity index and z4 ∈ Z4 as the level index such that adding integers to z2 and z4 is done mod 2 and
mod 4 respectively. The parity index discriminates between adjacent tiles, marking them as odd or even,
and allows the tiles to distinguish a signal coming from its immediate neighbor as opposed to one from one
tile over. The level index discriminates modulo 4 among computation tiles corresponding to different time
steps.
The general idea of the construction is as follows: a single line of frame tiles assembles with m+ 1 (input
length) unique input frame tiles and left and right extension general frame tiles with an alternating z2 index.
The exposed active glues on the bottom of the input frame tiles correspond to the sequence of input tiles; the
exposed active glues on the bottom of general frame tiles correspond to state 0 input tiles. The input tiles
are set up to “filter” signals coming from other input tiles that are its immediate neighbors and send them
through the frame to activate the glue (at the top of the frame) corresponding to the computed tile: a level 1
computational tile. Once three neighboring level 1 computational tiles are attached at the top of the frame,
a deactivation signal for the input tiles is sent through and able to deactivate and detach the input tile that
is no longer needed (all possible input tile deactivation signals are sent simultaneously; the level 1 tiles do
not need to identify which tiles were used in their computation). At the same time, all possible activation
signals for the next time step are filtered through the level 1 tiles and the unique glue corresponding to the
computed level 2 computational tile is activated on the bottom of the frame in place of the deactivated input
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tile glue. The neighboring level 2 tiles send deactivation signals for level 1 and activation signals for level 3
to the top of the frame (in each case, the signals have to pass through 3 neighboring tiles before they can pass
through, thus ensuring that deactivation takes place only when the previous level tile is no longer needed in
any computation). Level 3 tiles send deactivation signals for level 2 and activation signals for level 0 to the
bottom of the frame; and level 0 tiles send deactivation signals for level 3 and activation signals for level 1
to the top of the frame.
Note that this construction allows input or level 0 computational tiles to be adjacent to level 2 tiles at the
bottom of the frame and level 1 to level 3 at the top of the frame. This does not create a problem since
the signals are separated by level, e.g., level 2 deactivation signals can only travel through level 3 tiles.
Moreover, adjacent tiles are at most 2 time steps apart, e.g., two level 3 tiles cannot be next to each other
unless they correspond to the same time step; thus, there is no signal mixing among time steps, ensuring the
correctness of the computation. More detail on this is given in the proofs following the formal description
of the tiles.
Frame tiles
Refer to Figure 19 for an abstract representation of the frame tiles and to Figure 18 for an experimental
scheme for constructing these tiles. For each parity index z2 ∈ Z2, define a general frame tile,
τlframe,z2 = ((t+y, t+x, t−y, t−x),A, ∅),
which functions to extend the frame to the left and serves to increase the computational spaces if necessary
by allowing input tiles corresponding to state 0 of A to attach to its −y side.
t+x = ({(F, z2)} , ∅)
t−x = ({− (F, z2 + 1)} , ∅)
t+y = (∅, {(i, j, k, z2, 2l + 1) : i, j, k ∈ V, l = 0, 1})
t−y = ({− (0, z2)} , {− (i, j, k, z2, 2l) : i, j, k ∈ V, l = 0, 1}) .
The set of (de)activation signal pathways A accounts for all possible signals that can cross between the
computational tiles on both sides of the frame:
A =
{
((i, j, k, z2, 2l + 1) ,m)
+y
−y : i, j, k ∈ V, l,m = 0, 1
}
∪
{
((i, j, k, z2, 2l) ,m)
−y
+y : i, j, k ∈ V, l,m = 0, 1
}
∪
{
((0, z2) , 0)
−y
+y
}
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The index z2 allows the z2 = 0 (even) frame tiles to attach to z2 = 1 (odd) frame tiles at the t±x sides.
Observe that the inactive glue labels on t±y sides are 5-tuples consisting of all possible triples of states
drawn from V , the parity index z2, and the level index z4 (even levels 0, 2 on the bottom, odd levels 1, 3
at the top). These glues correspond to computational tiles (defined later) each of which has a unique active
complementary glue. The active glue on the t−y side corresponds to the input “state 0” tile with the matching
parity index.
Define an analogous right general frame tile, τrframe,z2 , for each z2 = 0, 1, by replacing the labels (F, z2)
and − (F, z2 + 1) with (F, z2)′ and − (F, z2 + 1)′ respectively above. These tiles serve to extend the
frame to the right. In addition to the four general frame tiles, for input ~x = (x0, . . . , xm), we define the
following m+ 1 “input” frame tiles, τxi,frame that specify the glues for the input tile sequence at the bottom,
as follows.
The tile τx0,frame placed at (0, 0) is designated as the seed assembly α0 for the system and has the same
t+y and t−x sides as the z2 = 0 general left frame tile, as well as the same signal pathway sets except that
the deactivation pathway corresponding to (0, z2) is replaced with one corresponding to (x0, 0). The side
t+x = ({F0}, ∅). The side t−y has the same inactive label set as in the general frame tile, but a different
active one: A = {−(x0, 0)}.
For i = 1, . . . ,m−1, the tile τxi,frame has the same t+y side and signal pathway sets as the z2 = i (mod 2)
general frame tile with a deactivation signal replacement of (0, z2) with (xi, i (mod 2)). The side t+x =
({Fi}, ∅) and t−x = ({−Fi−1}, ∅). The side t−y has A = {−(xi, i (mod 2))} and the same inactive label
set as the general frame tile.
Lastly, τxm,frame has the same t+y and t+x sides as the z2 = m (mod 2) general right frame tile and
the same signal pathway sets with a deactivation signal replacement of (0, z2) with (xm,m (mod 2)). The
side t−x = ({−Fm−1}, ∅). The side t−y has the same inactive label set as in the general frame tile and
A = {−(xm,m (mod 2))}.
The glues on the t±x sides of the input frame tiles are designed such that the frame assembles in the
particular sequence from the seed and allows general frame tiles to attach at either end of the sequence. The
inactive glues and signal pathways function exactly as in the general frame tiles, but the active glues are
made to uniquely match the input tiles defined below.
The function of all frame tiles is to hold computational tiles in place. All signal filtering is done by
computational tiles.
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Figure 23: Potential experimental scheme for attachment and detachment of computational tiles in 1D CA
simulation.
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Input Tiles
Refer to Figure 20. For each xi in ~x, the input sequence tile τxi consists of one active label (xi, i (mod 2))
on the t+y side and the following transmission pathway set, all being activation pathways:
S = {((j, k, xi, i+ 1 (mod 2) , 1) , 1)−x0 : j, k ∈ V} [initiate identity to the left]
∪ {((j, xi, k, i (mod 2) , 1) , 1)−x+x : j, k ∈ V} [transmit identity to the left]
∪ {((xi, j, k, i+ 1 (mod 2) , 1) , 1)+x+x : j, k ∈ V} [transmit identity right]
∪ {((j, xi, k, i (mod 2) , 1) , 1)+y−x : j, k ∈ V} [transmit identity up]
This set creates a signal filtering system for adjacent tiles. Each tile initiates a set of signals testing for
all possible pairs of neighboring tile states (j, k) with its state identity xi fixed in the third coordinate,
the opposite parity indicated in the fourth coordinate, and the next level of computation (mod 4) in the
fifth coordinate (in this case, 1). At the same time, the tile transmits to the left all signals from its right
neighbor that match its state in the second coordinate and its parity (and its right neighbor’s state in the third
coordinate). The incoming signals from the left that do not match its parity must be signals initiated two
tiles over to the right. The tile chooses the signal that matches its state in the first coordinate to redirect back
to its immediate neighbor on the right. These signals received from the left are transmitted by the tiles to the
frame and activate a unique corresponding glue on a frame tile’s top.
We also include two “input 0” tiles, τ(0,z2) for z2 ∈ Z2 defined exactly as the input tiles but replacing xi
with 0 and i with z2. These ensure that the input sequence can be extended arbitrarily far to the left and right
with 0 states on the frame for the purposes of computing arbitrarily large time steps. The correspondence
function g for all input tiles is defined as g(τxi) = xi and g(τ(0,z2)) = 0.
Top Computational Tiles
Refer to Figure 22. For each fixed triple of states i0, j0, k0 ∈ V , z2 ∈ Z2, and z4 ∈ {1, 3}, let `0 =
`(i0, j0, k0) and define the top computational tile τi0,j0,k0,z2,z4 - the tile corresponding to the state `0, i.e.,
the state computed from the triple of states (i0, j0, k0) - as the tile with the active glue −(i0, j0, k0, z2, z4)
on the t−y side and the following set of transmission pathways (with z2 and z4 addition defined modulo 2
and 4 respectively). We set S = Sactivate ∪ Sdeactivate with
Sactivate =
{
((j, k, `0, z2 + 1, z4 + 1) , 1)
−x
0 : j, k ∈ V
}
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∪ {((j, `0, k, z2, z4 + 1) , 1)−x+x : j, k ∈ V}
∪ {((`0, j, k, z2 + 1, z4 + 1) , 1)+x+x : j, k ∈ V}
∪ {((j, `0, k, z2, z4 + 1) , 1)−y−x : j, k ∈ V}
Sdeactivate =
{
((i, j, k, z2 + 1, z4 − 1) , 0)−x0 : i, j, k ∈ V
}
∪ {((i, j, k, z2, z4 − 1) , 0)−x+x : i, j, k ∈ V}
∪ {((i, j, k, z2 + 1, z4 − 1) , 0)+x+x : i, j, k ∈ V}
∪ {((i, j, k, z2, z4 − 1) , 0)−y−x : i, j, k ∈ V}
Since the initial tiles have different glues on the +y side than the computational tiles, for z4 = 1 add the
signals/pathways ((i, z2 + 1), 0)−x0 and ((i, z2 + 1), 0)
−x
+x for each label (i, z2 + 1) that appears on an input
tile and pathways ((i, z2), 0)−x+x and ((i, z2), 0)
−y
−x for each label (i, z2) that appears on an input tile. The
main signaling set creates a filtering system for activation signals similar to that of the input tiles. Also, each
tile sends deactivation signals for all possible previous level tiles to the −y side. The filtering ensures that
all three top tiles that were computed using a tile from the bottom row are in place before that bottom tile
can detach.
Bottom Computational Tiles
Refer to Figure 21. For each fixed triple of states i0, j0, k0 ∈ V , z2 ∈ Z2, and z4 ∈ {0, 2}, the bottom
computational tile τi0,j0,k0,z2,z4 is defined as the tile with the active glue (i0, j0, k0, z2, z4) on the t+y side
and a transmission pathway set S defined exactly as for the top tiles but with a change in the orientation on
the (de)activation pathways defined from −y−x to
+y
−x.
The correspondence function g for the top and bottom computational tiles is defined as g(τi,j,k,z2,z4) =
`(i, j, k).
Take T to be the tile set consisting of the above tiles. Let (T , α0, 1) be the TAS corresponding to (A, ~x).
Refer to Figure 23 for an experimental scheme allowing the attachment and detachment of computational
tiles in the way discussed in the abstract tile descriptions. In (a), attachment of a level 0 tile to the frame tile
is shown. In (b), we see the initial strand displacement by the initiation signal for a level 1 tile. In (c), strand
displacement that was initiated in (b) is completed, allowing the attachment of the level 1 tile. In (d), the
level 1 tile binds to the frame and a detachment signal for level 0 tile is initiated by the level 1 tile. In (e),
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m
Figure 24: General initial frame sequence.
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Figure 25: Input tiles attach to frame and activate glues for level 1 top computational tiles.
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Input Input Input Input InputInputInput
L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
Figure 26: Frame with input row signals sent for level 1 top computational tiles. The latter are shown above
the αj0 assembly (refer to proof of Proposition 3.1).
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Figure 27: Frame with level 1 signals sent to deactivate some of the input row glues and activate level 2 glues.
Note that the deactivation signals for a given input tile must pass through all three level 1 tiles computed
from it before reaching the frame. The detached input row tiles are shown below the αj1 assembly.
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Figure 28: Frame with signals sent from level 2 bottom tiles to deactivate some of the level 1 glues and
activate level 3 glues. Note that the three level 2 tiles cannot interact with the adjacent input tiles. A
detached level 1 tile is shown above αj2 .
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Figure 29: Frame with type 3 computed tile (which cannot interact with surrounding level 1 tiles). Compu-
tation cannot proceed without further input.
the bond between the level 0 tile and frame is broken by the detachment signal initiated in (d) and the signal
strand bond between the level 0 tile and frame is broken with the aid of a fuel strand. The level 0 tile can
then be reused in future computational steps if additional fuel strands are added to remove the fuel strand
used to break the signal strand bond.
3.2.2 Simulation
Let Gt`(~x)i represent the state of cell i at time step t when A with local function ` acts on ~x = (x0, . . . , xm),
where G0` (~x)i = xi for i = 0, . . . ,m and G
0
` (~x)i = 0 otherwise.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Fix t ∈ Z+. Consider Gt`(~x). There exists a producible assembly sequence ~α =
(α0, . . . , αk), α0 = (0, 0) 7→ τx0,frame, with a subsequence αj0 , . . . , αjt such that for z ∈ Z \ [−t,m + t],
αji(z,±1) is empty and for z ∈ [0,m] and 0 ≤ i ≤ t,
Gi`(~x)z =
 g(αji(z,−1)) if i is eveng(αji(z, 1)) if i is odd .
Proof. Fix t ∈ Z+. We provide an explicit construction for the claimed assembly sequence and subse-
quence. Let α0 = ((0, 0) 7→ τx0,frame). For i = 1, . . . ,m, let αi = αi−1 ⊕ ((i, 0) 7→ τxi,frame), which is
indeed an assembly since the input frame tiles have matching glues on the ±x sides. Therefore, α0, . . . , αm
is a producible assembly sequence and αm is defined by αm(i, 0) = τxi,frame.
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Now, for i = 1, . . . , t, define αm+i = αm+i−1 ⊕
(
(m+ i, 0) 7→ τrframe, m+i (mod 2)
)
and αm+t+i =
αm+t+i−1⊕
(
(−i, 0) 7→ τlframe, i (mod 2)
)
. Again, by construction of the frame tiles, α0, . . . , αm+2t is a
producible assembly sequence (refer to Figure 24) and αm+2t is the input frame sequence of m tiles with t
general frame tiles on either side.
From here, the input tiles can be attached one by one. Define αm+2t+i for i = 1, . . . ,m+ 2t as
αm+2t+i−1 ⊕
 (z,−1) 7→ τxz if αm+2t+i−1 (z, 0) = τxi,frame(z,−1) 7→ τ0, z (mod 2) otherwise
where z = −t− 1 + i. This and the following is illustrated in Figure 25.
We can then choose to apply the TMF to the assembly αm+2t+m+2t repeatedly (four times, in fact)
to obtain its completion, expanding the existing assembly sequence with versions of αm+2t+m+2t where
signals are transmitted one tile at a time from the computational tiles to their targets on the frame tiles.
When i ≥ 3 and τ i−2, τ i−1, and τ i are the bottom tiles added in the m+ 2t+ i− 2, m+ 2t+ i− 1, and
m + 2t + i assembly sequence steps respectively, the completion of αm+2t+m+2t yields the activation of
the glue labeled
(
g
(
τ i−2
)
, g
(
τ i−1
)
, g
(
τ i
)
, −t− 1 + i− 1 (mod 2) , 1) in the frame tile at coordinate
(−t − 1 + i − 1, 0). Recall that this is precisely the glue corresponding to the top tile τ such that g(τ) =
`
(
g
(
τ i−2
)
, g
(
τ i−1
)
, g
(
τ i
))
= G1` (~x)−t−1+i−1. Therefore, the completion of αm+2t+m+2t yields a row
of m + 2t input tiles attached to the row of m + 2t frame tiles with m + 2t − 2 glues active at the top of
the frame tiles corresponding to the next level (level 1) top tiles that represent precisely the states computed
by A from the input states. So, we take the completion of αm+2t+m+2t to be αj0 , the first assembly in the
desired subsequence.
The next assembly in the subsequence, αj1 , can be constructed analogously by attaching the m+ 2t− 2
level 1 computational tiles one at a time at the top of the frame from the left, then taking the completion
of the resulting assembly. By the same argument as before, the attachment of three consecutive tiles in
locations (i−2, 1), (i−1, 1), (i, 1) activates the glue corresponding to the level 2 bottom computational tile
τ for location (i−1,−1) such that g(τ) = G2` (~x)i−1 and deactivates the glue for the input tile at (i−1,−1)
(by sending all possible deactivation signals for the input tiles of the matching parity). The assembly αj1
thus consists of them+2t frame tiles,m+2t−2 top computational level 1 tiles, and two input level bottom
tiles on either edge of the frame (these cannot detach since they do not have three level 1 top tiles directly
above). See Figure 27.
To construct αj2 , them+2t−4 level 2 tiles are attached one at a time at the bottom of the frame from the
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left. Since level 2 signals cannot be sent through input level tiles, three consecutive level 2 tiles are required
before any activation or deactivation takes place at the top of any frame tile. Thus, αj2 consists of them+2t
frame tiles, with two input bottom tiles on either side of m+ 2t− 4 level 2 bottom tiles, and two level 1 top
tiles on either side of a gap of lengthm+2t−6 for level 3 top tiles to come. See Figure 28. By construction,
the active level 3 glue in location (i, 1) corresponds to the tile τ such that g(τ) = G3` (~x)i. Note that the
level 3 top tiles send signals to activate level 0 bottom tiles which correspond to t = 4. Continuing the
construction analogously for t steps, the conclusion follows inductively.
The simulation in general is, in fact, asynchronous, which is why for the converse we consider the trace
of the CA A at location z, {Gt`(~x)z}∞t=0. We show that for every producible assembly, the sequence of tiles
that appear at the zth location corresponds precisely to the trace of A at z. Thus, even though the updates
in the simulating system are asynchronous, at any given location, they follow the strict progression of the
simulated CA.
Let ~α = (α0, α1, . . .) be a producible assembly sequence such that for some i, αi has a nonempty position
(z, 1) or (z,−1). Note that ∀i dom αi ⊂ Z× {−1, 0, 1}.
For fixed z and ~α, define an evenly indexed sequence of tiles, (αj2k(z,−1))k≥0 where the index j0 =
min{i : αi(z,−1) is nonempty} and j2(k+1) = min{i > j2k : αi(z,−1) is nonempty and ∃i′ : i > i′ >
j2k, αi′(z,−1) is empty}. In other words, this is a sequence of all bottom row tiles that appear in a fixed
location z units away from the seed in attachment events (separated by detachment events).
Define also an analogous odd-index sequence of top row tiles (αj2k+1(z, 1))k≥0 where the index j1 =
min{i : αi(z, 1) is nonempty} and j2(k+1)+1 = min{i > j2k+1 : αi(z, 1) is nonempty and ∃i′ : i > i′ >
j2k+1, αi′(z, 1) is empty}.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For the even and odd sequences defined above,
g(αj2k(z,−1)) = G2kl (~x)z and g(αj2k+1(z, 1)) = G2k+1l (~x)z
where g is the correspondence function. Moreover, ∀k : j2k < j2k+1 < j2(k+1).
That is, the result of every k + 1-st attachment of a nonframe tile in location z corresponds exactly to the
k-th time step state in location z of A.
Proof. Fix z ∈ Z. It suffices to consider all possible transitions from αi to αi+1 in an assembly sequence
~α = (α0, α1, . . .). Note that if αi+1 is the sum of αi and a frame tile, then αi+1 (z,±1) = αi (z,±1).
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By construction, the location (z, 1) can only be affected by tiles at (z, 1), (z + 1, 1), (z + 2, 1), (z −
1, 1), (z,−1), and (z ± 1,−1) because signals initiated by any computational tile can travel at most 2 units
horizontally to the left, 1 to the right, and, in order to travel vertically must pass through a frame tile. A frame
tile at (z, 0) can only transmit signals to (z, 1) that have traveled through tiles at (z,−1) and (z ± 1,−1);
the claim follows. The case for (z,−1) is symmetric.
Consider the location (z,−1). If αi(z,−1) = ε and αi+1(z,−1) = τ such that i + 1 is the least index
in the assembly sequence ~α with (z,−1) nonempty, then τ is an input tile. Setting αj0 = αi+1 yields by
definition g (αj0 (z,−1)) = G0` (~x)z .
Suppose a tile at (z,−1) has level index z4 ∈ Z4. Note that it can only be detached if three next-level
index z4 + 1 (mod 4) tiles are attached at (z − 1, 1), (z, 1), and (z + 1, 1), which themselves require the tile
in question to be present in order for the attachment to occur. It follows that any two consecutive attachment
events at location (z, 1) in an assembly sequence are separated by an attachment event at (z,−1). Since
the situation is symmetric when considering a tile at (z, 1), it follows that a strict progression of levels is
enforced for a given tile location (coordinate) in an assembly sequence.
Moreover, by the signal filtering mechanism described earlier, the “next level” z4 + 1 (mod 4) tile is
the one computed from the three same level z4 neighbors using the rules in A defined by `. Thus, if
g (αj2k (z,−1)) = G2k` (~x)z then g
(
αj2k+1 (z, 1)
)
= G2k+1` (~x)z and g
(
αj2k+2 (z,−1)
)
= G2k+2` (~x)z .
The conclusion follows.
3.3 Dynamically Simulating 2D Cellular Automata with Active aTAM at Temperature 1
We now extend the previous construction to dynamically simulate a 2D cellular automaton at temperature 1.
An n-state two-dimensional cellular automaton (2D CA) with a von Neumann neighborhood of radius 1
is a pair A = (V, `) where V = {0, . . . , n − 1} is the set of states (the alphabet) and ` : V5 → V is the
local function. The global function of A is the function G` : VZ×Z → VZ×Z defined with G`(ξ)(i,j) =
`(ξ(i,j), ξ(i,j+1), ξ(i+1,j), ξ(i,j−1), ξ(i−1,j)). Each element ξ ∈ VZ×Z is called a configuration. As in the 1D
case, we shall only consider the cellular automata which admit finite configurations and designate 0 as the
quiescent state, i.e., `(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0.
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3.3.1 Active Tile Set for the Simulation
Refer to Figures 31-38 for the general idea of the simulation. The frame consists of general frame tiles
Fij, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, 0 ≤ j ≤ 5 (only 16 of the possible index pairs are used and these are all shown
in each figure), and appropriately modified versions of these tiles that allow for the assembly of the initial
configuration (not shown). The frame tiles transmit activation and deactivation signals along the pathways
indicated according to the target level, target horizontal parity, and target vertical parity encoded in the glue
label corresponding to the signal. The tiles F00, F20, F03, and F23 (and their input counterparts) also
allow for the attachment and detachment of computational tiles on their ±y sides.
The glues required for the simulation can be divided into one of three types: connecting glues between
frame tiles, computation glues, and input glues. The connecting glues for general frame tiles have la-
bels of the form hij and vij for ±x and ±y glues, respectively, with the indices corresponding to the
indices of the frame tiles. Computation glues correspond to computational tiles and are octuples of the
form (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [level], [hp], [vp]) where i0 ∈ V denotes the state of a cell that is to be updated,
i1, i2, i3, i4 ∈ V are the states of neighboring cells (top, right, bottom, and left), “level” is the time step
corresponding to the update modulo 4, and “hp” and “vp” are horizontal and vertical parity, respectively,
of the cell being updated, with a value of 0 for “even” and 1 for “odd.” Finally, the input glues correspond
to input tiles and are labeled as triples of the form (i0, [hp], [vp]), where i0 ∈ V denotes the initial state of
some cell, and “hp” and “vp” denote the horizontal and vertical parity, respectively, of that cell.
The signal for the update of a tile representing the state of a given cell of the CA is initiated by the com-
putational or input tile representing the state s1 of the top neighbor of the cell to be updated, which initiates
n4 such signals for glues with labels of the form (i0, s1, i2, i3, i4, [level], [hp], [vp]), where the “level” is the
time step corresponding to the update modulo 4, and “hp” and “vp” are the horizontal and vertical parity
corresponding to the cell that will be updated; the same tile also initiates n5 (or n5 + n, in the case of level
1 computational tiles) deactivation signals for the previous level computational tiles. The signal pathways
on the frame tiles route the signals to visit the tiles representing each neighbor of the cell in succession
before passing through the tile representing the state of the cell to be updated and arriving at the F00, F20,
F03, or F23 frame tile (or the input counterpart) to which that tile is attached. The activation signals are
“filtered” through the computational and input tiles until only one signal arrives at its destination since each
such tile contains pathways with the state corresponding to that particular tile encoded in the appropriate co-
ordinate. The deactivation signals are not filtered, but are all required to pass through every tile in the given
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neighborhood in order to ensure that a tile is not detached before being used to update all of its neighbors.
We formally define the simulating system below.
Let A = (V, `) be a 2D CA, where V = {0, . . . , n− 1} and let ξ represent an initial configuration with a
finite number of nonzero states. Without loss of generality, assume
min{i : ∃j ∈ Z such that ξ(i,j) 6= 0} = min{j : ∃i ∈ Z such that ξ(i,j) 6= 0} = 0
and let m − 1 = max{i : ∃j ∈ Z such that ξ(i,j) 6= 0 or ξ(j,i) 6= 0}, so that the nonzero states of the
configuration are inside an m×m square with its bottom left corner at the origin. We create the simulating
system (T , α0, 1) as follows.
Frame Tiles
Refer to Figures 31-38. There are 16 general frame tiles in T , denoted by Fij with
(i, j) ∈ ({1, 3} × {0, . . . , 5}) ∪ ({0, 2} × {0, 4}) .
For Fij such that (i, j) ∈ {1, 3}×{0, . . . , 5}, we define the vertical tile sides to be t+y = ({vij} , ∅) and
t−y = ({−vi (j − 1)} , ∅) with subtraction defined modulo 6, allowing these tiles to create vertical chains
of 6 repeating tile types. For Fij such that j ∈ {0, 3}, we define the horizontal sides to be t+x = ({hij} , ∅)
and t−x = ({−hi (j − 1)} , ∅) with subtraction defined modulo 4, allowing these tiles to create horizontal
chains of 4 repeating tile types; the other tiles are defined to not have any active or inactive horizontal glues.
Note that the tiles F10, F30, F13, F33 act as connecting points for these vertical and horizontal chains. On
the other hand, the tiles F00, F20, F03, F23 have the function of holding computational tiles and thus have
the following ±y sides:
t−y =
({
−
(
0,
i
2
,
j
3
)}
,
{
−
(
i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2],
i
2
,
j
3
)
: i0, i1, i2, i3, i4 ∈ V
})
,
and
t+y =
(
∅,
{(
i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [1 or 3],
i
2
,
j
3
)
: i0, i1, i2, i3, i4 ∈ V
})
.
As in the 1D simulation, the even time step computation occurs below the frame tiles and the odd time
step computation occurs above the frame tiles.
The signal pathway sets for all of the frame tiles are shown in Figures 31-38. Note that some frame tiles
appear more than once in a given figure (e.g., F12 in Figure 31), indicating the presence of more than one
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pathway for a given glue label type. Note also that a given arrow represents all signals of the indicated
type with i0, i1, i2, i3, i4 ∈ V . Finally, note that even though the activation/deactivation pathways for tiles
F00, F20, F03, F23 are indicated with a curved dashed arrow (showing the connection to the inactive label
sets represented by the white squares), the pathways still have the mathematical form ([label], [state])∓y±y,
where “label” is the target glue label and “state” is the state of the signal - activation or deactivation -
represented with a 0 or 1.
The general frame tiles have an active −y side glue corresponding to the input tile representing state 0 of
the simulated CA A, which allows the extension of the computation to arbitrary length. In order to simulate
the desired input configuration ξ (whose nonzero states fit inside an m × m square with its bottom left
corner at the origin), it is necessary to create an additional 4m2 input frame tile types on the basis of the
general frame tiles. In particular, we create tiles F002k,2l, F202k+1,2l, F032k,2l+1, F232k+1,2l+1 such that
1 ≤ 2k+1, 2l+1 ≤ m−1 and Fijk,l is the tile with the same signal pathways and inactive glues as Fij but
the active −y side glue becomes −
(
ξ(k,l),
i
2 ,
j
3
)
and the horizontal connecting glues are changed to unique
types so as to assemble the desired configuration with F00(0,0) placed at (0, 0) designated as the seed for the
assembly system; the “outward” facing glues on tiles Fij(k,l) such that k = m−1 or l = m−1 should not be
changed so that the input frame tiles are able to connect to the general frame tiles. The connecting frame tiles
among these should be appropriately indexed versions of the Fij with (i, j) ∈ {1, 3} × {0, . . . , 5}, where
the hij and vij glues are modified so as to fit with the Fij(k,l) but the signal pathways remain unchanged.
Input and Computing Tiles
Refer to Figure 30. The construction requires 4n input tiles τ(i0,[hp],[vp]), i0 ∈ V and the horizontal/vertical
parity taking on a value of 0 or 1, and 16m5 computing tiles τ(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,[level],[hp],[vp]), i0i1, i2, i3, i4 ∈ V
and “level” assigned a value of 0, 1, 2, or 3. The structure of the input and level 0 and 2 tiles is shown
schematically on the left in Figure 30 and of the level 1 and 3 tiles is shown on the right.
For an input tile τ(i0,h,v), the only glue present is the active glue on the +y side with label (i0, h, v). For
a computational tile τ(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,L,h,v), the only glue present is the active glue on the +y side with label
(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, L, h, v) if L = 0 or 2 and on −y side with label − (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, L, h, v) if L = 1 or 3.
For the signal transmission pathways, let s0 = i0 and L = 0 for τ(i0,h,v) and let s0 = ` (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4)
for τ(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,L,h,v). Let L ± 1 denote addition modulo 4 and h + 1 and v + 1 be modulo 2. Also let
j0, j1, j2, j3, j4 ∈ V . Then the activation initiation signals marked with “1” in the figure are for all glue
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Figure 30: A schematic representation of the level 0/level 2 computational tiles (left) and the level 1/level
3 computational tiles (right). Input tiles follow the scheme on the left but do not contain any deactivation
transmission pathways.
labels of the form (j0, s0, j2, j3, j4, L+ 1, h, v + 1). The activation transmission pathways marked with
“2” are for all glue labels of the form (j0, j1, s0, j3, j4, L+ 1, h+ 1, v). The activation transmission path-
ways marked with “3” are for all glue labels of the form (j0, j1, j2, s0, j4, L+ 1, h, v + 1). The activation
transmission pathways marked with “4” are for all glue labels of the form (j0, j1, j2, j3, s0, L+ 1, h+ 1, v).
Finally, the activation transmission pathways marked with “5” in the figure are for all glue labels of the form
(s0, j1, j2, j3, j4, L+ 1, h, v).
As noted in Figure 30, the input tiles contain no deactivation pathways. The deactivation transmission
pathways indicated for computational tiles are for glue labels of the form (j0, j1, j2, j3, j4, L− 1, [hp], [vp]),
where the horizontal and vertical parities are the same as indicated for the activation transmission pathways
in the same numbered region. Additionally, level 1 computational tiles τ(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,1,h,v) contain deactiva-
tion pathways for input tile glues with labels of the form (i0, [hp], [vp]), where the horizontal and vertical
parities are the same as indicated for the activation transmission pathways in the same numbered region.
3.3.2 Simulation
The simulating active tile assembly system for the n-state 2D CA A with a local function ` and an input
configuration ξ such that the nonzero states of ξ are inside an (m+ 1)× (m+ 1) square with its bottom left
corner at the origin is (T , α0, 1), where T is the tile set consisting of the general and input frame tiles with
input and computational tiles defined above, and α0 is the single tile assembly such that α0(0, 0) = F00(0,0).
Define a correspondence function g from the set of all computational and input tiles to the automaton
state set V as follows: g (τ(i0,h,v)) = i0 and g (τ(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,L,h,v)) = ` (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4).
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Since this construction is a direct generalization of the 1D case considered in the previous section, the
following two propositions defining the simulation are given without proofs.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let t ∈ Z+. Consider Gt`(ξ). There exists a producible assembly sequence α0, . . . , αk
in (T , α0, 1) with a subsequence αj0 , . . . , αjt such that for (x, y) ∈ Z2 \ [−t,m− 1 + t]2, αji(2x, 4y ± 1)
is empty and for (x, y) ∈ [0,m− 1]2 and 0 ≤ i ≤ t,
Gi`(ξ)(x,y) =
 g(αji(2x, 3y − 1)) if i is eveng(αji(2x, 3y + 1)) if i is odd .
For the converse, we once again consider the trace of the CA A at location (x, y), {Gt`(ξ)(x,y)}∞t=0. We
claim that for every producible assembly, the sequence of tiles that appear above and below the respective
(2x, 3y) location (which contains the frame tile for that cell) corresponds precisely to the trace ofA at (x, y).
Let ~α = (α0, α1, . . .) be a producible assembly sequence such that for some i, αi has a nonempty position
(2x, 3y + 1) or (2x, 3y − 1).
For fixed (x, y) and ~α, define an evenly indexed sequence of tiles, (αj2k(2x, 3y− 1))k≥0 where the index
j0 = min{i : αi(2x, 3y − 1) is nonempty} and j2(k+1) = min{i > j2k : αi(2x, 3y − 1) is nonempty and
∃i′ : i > i′ > j2k, αi′(2x, 3y−1) is empty}. In other words, this is a sequence of all tiles that appear below
the frame tile in a fixed location (2x, 3y) in attachment events (separated by detachment events).
Define also an analogous odd-index sequence of tiles (αj2k+1(2x, 3y + 1))k≥0 where the index j1 =
min{i : αi(2x, 3y + 1) is nonempty} and j2(k+1)+1 = min{i > j2k+1 : αi(2x, 3y + 1) is nonempty and
∃i′ : i > i′ > j2k+1, αi′(2x, 3y + 1) is empty}.
PROPOSITION 3.4. For the even and odd sequences defined above,
g(αj2k(2x, 3y − 1)) = G2kl (ξ)(x,y) and g(αj2k+1(2x, 3y + 1)) = G2k+1l (ξ)(x,y)
where g is the correspondence function. Moreover, ∀k : j2k < j2k+1 < j2(k+1).
That is, the result of every k + 1-st attachment of a nonframe tile to the frame tile placed at (2x, 3y)
corresponds exactly to the k-th time step state in location (x, y) of A.
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i 4
Figure 31: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [1 or 3] , 0, 0). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form.
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Figure 32: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [1 or 3] , 0, 1). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form.
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Figure 33: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [1 or 3] , 1, 0). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form.
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Figure 34: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [1 or 3] , 1, 1). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form.
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Figure 35: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 0, 0). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form as well as
those of the form (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 0, 0) and (i0, 0, 0).
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Figure 36: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 0, 1). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form as well as
those of the form (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 0, 1) and (i0, 0, 1).
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Figure 37: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 1, 0). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form as well as
those of the form (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 1, 0) and (i0, 1, 0).
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Figure 38: Activation (dashed) and transmission activation (solid) pathways for labels of the following
form: (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 1, 1). Replacing black arrow-heads in the diagram with white ones yields
deactivation (dashed) and transmission deactivation (solid) pathways for labels of the same form as well as
those of the form (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, [0 or 2] , 1, 1) and (i0, 1, 1).
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis looked at a way of incorporating signaling mechanisms for binding site activation and deactiva-
tion into the abstract model of tile self-assembly by defining a new model, Active aTAM, on the basis of
the standard aTAM and conceptually different from the Signal Tile Assembly Model. To demonstrate the
power of the Active aTAM with and without deactivation, we provided four constructions of temperature 1
(“non-cooperative”) active tile assembly systems that can simulate other computational systems. We note
that the “temperature 1” aspect is important here because cooperative binding (a tile attaching if and only if
two of its sides match the existing assembly) is very difficult to enforce experimentally.
The first result, that of simulating the dynamics of an arbitrary temperature 2 aTAM system within the
Active aTAM (without deactivation) at temperature 1, shows that the temperature 1 Active aTAM is not only
as powerful as temperature 2 aTAM in terms of computation but also in terms of producible patterns and
geometric constructions, up to a scaling factor of 2 in both dimensions. Can this scaling factor be eliminated,
perhaps by incorporating deactivation? An interesting question for further research would be to classify the
temperature 2 aTAM systems which can or cannot be simulated by temperature 1 Active aTAM systems
without scaling either with or without deactivation.
In the second result, we have shown a computational system that can be simulated without scaling by
temperature 1 Active aTAM without deactivation: 1D cellular automata. Given the first result and the fact
that aTAM is capable of simulate a 1D CA at temperature 2, the ability of the Active aTAM to do this at
temperature 1 is not surprising. This result is interesting, however, because there is no scaling factor. The
simulation of dynamics without any scaling, is, in a sense, as good as a simulation can possibly be. However,
we can still ask whether this can be done with a lower complexity. For an n state automaton, the given tile
set requires 2n3+4 complementary glue pairs and consists of 2n3+2n+4 tile types, each of which contains
4n2 signal pathways. Can we reduce the number of necessary tile types, different glues, or signal pathways
per tile? It may be interesting to classify the 1D cellular automata for which simpler simulating tile sets
exist.
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The third and fourth constructions take the idea of simulating a cellular automaton one step further. By
incorporating deactivation, we are able to obtain a dynamic simulation that reuses the computational space
instead of generating a new grid on each iteration. This, in turn, allows the simulation of a 2D cellular
automaton in 2D, a task that would otherwise require the use of a third dimension. In both the 1D and the
2D case, the time step computation proceeds modulo 4. A natural question, of course, is whether this can
be improved: whether it is possible to have a construction that uses even less memory. Another question,
especially for the 2D simulation, is whether the tile simulation could be done on a smaller grid (the current
2D result requires a 3 × 2 expansion). From the theoretical perspective, one could once again ask about
reduction in the tile set complexity; in particular, signal pathway complexity would have to be reduced in
order to allow the possibility of physical implementation, since DNA tiles of any kind have physical limits
to the number of signal strands they can accommodate. For the 1D case, the 8n3 computational tiles alone
each contain 8n2 signal pathways and the frame tiles each contain 8n3 signal pathways: even for a 2-state
cellular automaton, that requires 64 signal pathways per tile, well beyond anything possible with present
day technology. For the 2D case, things are even less tenable, with certain frame tiles requiring as many as
40n5 signal pathways and even the 16n5 computational tiles requiring 16n5 signal pathways. Moreover, the
signals in this construction must be transmitted a total of 18 times, whereas the experimental evidence so far
has only confirmed the ability to transmit a signal up to 7 steps[33].
We note that all four constructions make use of a kind of “signal filtering” system, which may be a
useful tool for creating signal tile assembly systems both abstractly and in the lab. Of the constructions
presented here, the easiest to implement physically is the one for simulating static 1D cellular automata.
Transmission of signal activation has been verified experimentally using strand displacement mechanisms:
in [33] it was shown that assembly can be performed sequentially. Signaling in self-assembly allows the
kind of control of the assembly process that before was only possible with staged assembly (a model of self-
assembly where sets of tile types and previously produced assemblies are separated into different bins and
allowed to combine there before proceeding to the next stage where the process is repeated), which requires
“outside interference” in the form of needing to physically separate tiles and tile assemblies at each stage.
Abstractly, staged assembly is modeled with the Step Assembly Model[36] (aTAM based) and Staged Tile
Assembly Model[10] (2HAM based) and it has been shown that both are Turing universal at temperature
1[5]. Given that, it would be interesting to more fully compare the Active aTAM/2HAM to the Step/Staged
Tile Assembly Model. We conjecture that the Active aTAM can simulate step assembly.
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Although we focused on the Active aTAM here, the Active 2HAM provides additional interesting av-
enues of research. For example, in [20] we showed how to construct a self-similar aperiodic L-shape tiling
within that system through structural recursion and how that technique could be generalized to produce other
aperiodic self-similar tilings, with the notion of self-similarity adapted from tiling theory and rigorously de-
fined for aTAM-based self-assembly systems. Moreover, the question of intrinsic universality (a single tile
assembly system that can simulate the behavior of any other tile assembly system when provided with an
appropriate seed) remains open for both the Active aTAM and the Active 2HAM, as does the question of
how bounds on the number of tile types, glues, or signal pathways per tile would affect the power of each
model. From the experimental stand point, it would be particularly interesting to explore the model with
only a few signal pathways allowed per tile and, perhaps, with restrictions on the types of turns or crossing
allowed therein.
While experiments regarding signal implementation in tile self-assembly have only recently began to
show results for activation, experimental confirmation of the deactivation process is expected in future work.
Once that is accomplished, the theoretical constructions presented here suggest applications in nanomate-
rials, nanocomputing, and, in particular, nanorobotics through algorithmic dynamic structural changes in
self-assembly.
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